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THE COURTs Good morning* Be

ceatod, pleaae. All right, I think at

this point your witness has testified,

where are we?

VOGELt Correct, Your Honor*

tour Honor, at this point we really rest

on this limited issue* I would like to

reserve the right for a rebuttal witness

if I think that's essential, but other

than that, we rest on the issue o£ the

State Development Guide Plan Map, how it

applies to this area, and whether or not

the lines on that raap are arbitrary,

capricious, or even unreasonable*

THE COURTi Mr* Baotro, is that

your understanding, too?

HR. flASTRO* Yes, that9s By

understanding. Tour Honor, and I am

prepared to call Allen Dresdner*

THE COUKTi Ml right, Hr*

Dresdner*

SERGEAHT AT AEtfSt Please state

your full name and spell your last name*

THE WITNESS* fly naiae is Allen J.

Dresdner (D-r-e-s-d-n-e-r)«
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A L X» I

DIRECT

at the

4

5 M J* D R E S D M E R,

after having been duly sworn,

testified as follows•

EXAMINATION BY MR. HASTROl

&IU HASTROi Your Honor, fir.

Dresdner has previously qualified as an

expert planner, and X assume he is still

THE COURTt Yes* Do you have any

questions about that?

BR* VOOILi No*

TOE COURT! All right*

MR* ifASTROs X have one or two

questions of Mr* Dresdner as to his

work*

0* Are you undertaking any major projects

present tl©e that relate to environmental

studies?

A*

A*

Jersey

Yes* Gir, X a®* and my fir® is as well*

Q* Could you describe those briefly?

tea* We were recently selected by the new

Department of Environmental Protection to
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Direct - Allen Dresdner

prepare a site-selection evaluation and ranking study

of residual landfill sites in northeastern ®ew Jersey

for proposed resource recovery facilities*

These are to serve the counties of Bergen,

Essex* Hudson, and Fassaic* Additionally, we have

recently completed the Draft Environmental impact

Statement for a major project along the Sudson River

waterfront that Incorporates nine thousand (9#000)

housing units* four million (4,000,000) square feet

of office space, and one million (1,000,000) square

feet of regional shopping space* we're in the

process now of completing the final E*X*S* for that*

G* Mr* Dreodner, can we turn our attention

for the moment to the state Development Guide Plan?

Are you familiar with that particular document?

&* Yes, Bit, I am*

Q* I show you P-3 and ask you if you

recognise this document*

A* Yes, sir* 1 recognise the document*

Q* And is that the State Development Guide

Plan which is the subject matter of this portion of

the litigation?

&• Yes, sir*

Q. Would you indicate, Mr* Dr@@dner, nhat

your opinion i© of the objective® of that document?
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the objectives and the purpose of the

and they

are stated in the State Development Guide Flan*

The Development Guide Flan 1© not a land~use

plan, and that's indicated in the document. It is a

plan to prioritise and distribute state resource©.

Specifically, they relate to a funding mechanise for

financing improvements at the state level*

For example, the extension of sewor linos, the

construction of new roads. There never has been, in

the State of Hen Jersey, a rational ©@an@ for

distributing the relatively scarce State, resources.

In these particular case we are talking of cash* How

do you distribute funds for competing resources?

Through this State Development Guide Plan, the State

hoped to create an instrument whereby logical and

rational decisions could be made in prioritising and

distributing State funds*

Their Intent was to encourage development in

those areas that are generally shown as growth areas

aa<3LJlacourage development by withholding funds in

those areas which are shown a® either limited growth,

conservation, or agricultural,

Q* Can you tell me what the significance of

the boundary lines of the various areas ar®, in
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r the growth area on the

t

>r

State Oevel

A* Particularly the growth area?

Q*

A* The

in broad, $

Yes.

State Development Guide

jenoralisod, conceptual

thrust of development is likely to

also - - -

Q.

discussing

Guideline <

At And

desirable <

THE COURTS Can

Let me take care of b

here*

( Short recess*

Hr» Dresdner* I belie

the significance of the

designations on the map*

THE COURTf Why

Plan shows,

terns, where

occur, and

1 interrupt

usines®

>

ve you were

State Devel

don't we ha

7

opment

again

the

perhaps

you?

opiaent

ve

repeated back the last question and his

response to it, pleas

< The question

perhaps also, where it

ar not, the growth area

State Development GjUdc_j?lfin__ax9_ju

state in d<

e?

Is read back

will occur,

delineations

.>

whether

on the

sed to assist the

atermining where growth-inducing.

Investments by the StatG should be

The boundary, however, of t

^fflade.

he line, as shown
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on the mapf ia imprecise* The edge of the line is

equally imprecise* and the main purpose of the growth

area ae well as other areas ae shown on the state

Development Guide Flan is specifically that, to show

general areas where growth should or may occur and to

refine those areas based on local conditions rather

than state-wide conditions*

Q» Is there anything in the State

Development Guide Flan to suggest that the conceptual

lines on the State Development Guide Plan raap were

intended to be refined by either county or local

authorities?

&« Well, there is mention made that the line© are

not site-specific, m fact, z quote from the State

Development Guide Plant "The concept nap consists of

broad/ generalized areas without site-specific detail

or precise boundariesy and areas designated tot

growth should not be thought of as solid urbanisation

without green areas", and so forth*

Q. Could I have the page?

THE COURTS We will ask him that

when he is finished* That's in the

exhibit P-33?

THE VJITOES3I It's Roman Numeral
1 11, which would be in the preface. It
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continues on to Roman Humeral III.

Q, Did you finish your answer?

A« Well, no. what that suggests to me, plus the

type of map that was used for both the concept, the

statewide concept plan* as veil a@ the county plan,

it indicate® to me that the line is Intended to be

generalised and not to be a transferred directly onto

larger base maps without any consideration for

natural or cultural features.

Q. You mentioned that the map is not

site~specific. Could you define that term for me,

Yes• 'The both - - -

VOGELi Excuse me, Your Honor*

X would very much appreciate just the

last part of the last question being

read back.

THE COURTI I will have it read

back for you* Not the one immediately

last, but the one prior, the second to

last question*

KR» VOGELi The part about

transferring, not intended to be

transferred onto larger maps.

THE COURTt not to he transferred
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without furnishing local consideration

or refinement* Let him read it back and

get tho precise language*

( The question is read back*)

&• Yes, Git© specificity would include the

showing of readily visible features, such asf roads,

railroads, ridge lines, rivers, streams, and other

similar, readily visible features o£ the landscape*

that is ray Interpretation o£ slte~apeci£ic* „,

0* Well, fir. Dresdner, you mentioned that

the State Development Guide Flan map was not a land

use map* Can you compare the two?

What are the characteristics of the state

Development Guide Plan, and what are the

characteristics of a land use @ap*

A* The state Development Guide Plan i® just that

it shows areas which will or should receive

development in the future* The character and the

quality of such development, however, is not explicit

in the State Development Guide Plan*

the character and quality of development is

what would be explicit in a land use plan* h land

use plan would further detail the general and

conceptual area© that are included in the State

Development Cuide Plan*
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Direct - Allen Dresdner 11

For example* a land use plan would distinguish

between residential and non*»re®idential uses* Zn

certain areas it would further distinguish between

low and high density residential* Zt would

distinguish between non-reaidontiai uses such as

eoraaercial, industrial! and the like* Zt would

distinguish between certain kinds of open space* Zt

would show community facilities*

the level of detail you would expect on a land

use plan is substantially greater than the level of

detail you would find on a development plan, and this

of course is a development plan, not a land use plan*

Q. > Bow does one designate boundaries of

various districts on a land use plan? Can you

distinguish that methodology from what was done on

the State Development Guide Plan?

&• Wellf the state Development Guide Plan is what

we call a blob nap* That is, there are large areas,

either circles or amorphous shapes, that Incorporate

certain features* A land use plan would be pore

specific, may also include what we call blobs, but

those blobs would be more related to natural or

cultural features* The level of detail is greater on

a land use plan,

Q* Z think you mentioned the natural or
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Direct - Allen Dresdner 12

cultural feature®* Gould you again indicate what you

mean by those teras?

A* On the land use plan we would show boundaries

related to roads, railroads, rivers, ridge linos,

separations in land use between residential and/or

non-residential or separations in residential

densities* the boundaries would be related to

specifics of the site and the area*

Qt Does a land use map ever relate its

boundaries to parcels of property, boundary parcels

for specific properties?

THE COURTi Would you read the

question back to me, please.

( The question is read back*)

A* Yes, sir, it often does* You see, there is a

hierarchy in land use plans* At one level you have

general, broad, conceptual proposals for development*

I would call that similar to the State Development

Guide Plan*

Q« Hay X interrupt* At what level would

that take place?

A* Hell, this would take place at the early

stages of planning* It would deal, or it would

address a planning horizon that is far in the future,

for example, twenty years* It would not, however,
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generally be suitable for translation to zoning,

There should be a level of land use plan between the

long range distant conceptual plan and the more

current and immediate zoning ordinance*

That intermediate plan ©ay bo, for example* a

period of ten years* Zt surely* however ©ore

specifically, details the boundaries between land

uses and land areas so that there would be a logical

connection between the land use plan and the zoning

ordinance*

Q* Hr* Dresdner, do you know what the

current status of the State Development Guide plan

is?

A* Generally, yes*

Q* fthat is that?

A* Well, absent the elevating of the State

Development Guide Plan by the Supreme Court, the

State Development Guide Plan has no bearing on

decisions by the State for investments. The plan has

been repudiated by the present Commissioner of the

Department of Community Affair©* There are no funds

currently budgeted in the State for updating or

maintaining the plan*

Q* How* Mr* Dresdner, in your opinion, can

one draw any meaningful conclusions from making a
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blow-up of the State Development Guide Plan,

transferring the delineation of a growth area onto a

site~@pecif1c map which ehows details of roadways*

rivers* etcetera?

A* Zn my opinion, no* Z perform that exercise

myself* I think it ha® limited value* Z would

compare it to timing a mile race with a sun dial*

can quibble over the mark of the shadow, whether it

falls one millimeter or another to one side or the

otheri but it really has no bearing on the timing of

the race*

Similarly, we can quibble over the conceptual

line of the State Development Guide Flan insofar as

where it falls on a very detailed map. However, Z

don*t think that has any bearing as to whether the

area it encompasses is a growth area or not*

Q. ffr* Dresdner* do you have an opinion as

to the objective to be achieved under the State

Development Guide Plan when the north-south

delineation of the growth area was incorporated in

the Clinton corridor portion of that growth area?

THE COURTt Do you understand the

question?

THE WZTHESSi Yes, I believe Z do,

Your Honor*
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A# The purpose of showing the Route 206 - - -

sorry* Did you say the Clinton corridor, or the 206

corridor? '

TBS COHRTt why don't you repeat

the question, please*

MR* HASTROi Do you want it read

back?

THE COURTs No, why don't you ask

it again* X think there's a problem*

That's why X asked tho witness* If he

understood it, fine* Be is the one that

has to answer it. X thought X would get

- the sense of the question from the

,• HASTROi Let me try it again*

Q* Do you have an opinion as to the

objectives to be achieved under the state Development

Guide Plan in outlining the north-south dimension of

the Clinton corridor, particularly that growth area

that goes up along 206?

A* Yesf X think X do* The objective of the

State, j^d X1© ^ on this

tomorrow, was to recognize the developments that were

occurring along tho Route 20_6_corridor, specifically,

A*T*6T* Long Lines, Alan-Deane, raore currently,
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Beneficial Finance, I believe, as well as City

Federal in Pluckeain, to recognise tho@© events,

those occurrences, and to provide, if

available, and in roiation to other priorities, those

growth-inducing investments*

They do recognize that the Rout© 20$ corridor

ha© its origin along Route 78, and particularly its

Interchange with 78, 287, and Route_20€, &nd this is

a thumb, or a nub# that stretches north iron that

Interchange and is not part - - or is more accurately

a part of the Clinton corridor $ an extension of the

Clinton corridor, rather than a corridor that exists

separate and apart from that critical interchange of

Route 70, 207, and 206•

Q, Kow, Mr. Dresdnerf in view of those

objectives or any other reasons that may occur to

you, was it appropriate, in your opinion, to include

within that corridor the Village of Far Hills?

MR. VOGBLs Objection,

COURTi What ground?

• VOGELt The question is

irrelevant,

MR, MASTROt I didn't hear that,

HR, VOGELi The question is

• There are two issues before
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the Court. One is, where is the line on

the map? the second one has been

defined by"the Supreme Court to

determine whether or not that line on

the nap was established in error*

Zn further defining that, the

Suprerae Court said* is that line

arbitrary or capricious, and I think

that should be the focus of this kind of

questioning*

THE COURTt l assuae that's where

he is going with it*

MR. tiASTROi Your Honor, we have

to start somewhere, and that's precisely

where we are going*

TBS COURTS The appropriateness of

the inclusion of Far Bills in the growth

area, and X assume he is going from that

to the more specific question* I'll

allow it* Let's where see where it

X have no problem with the delineation of the

boundary as the State hae delineated J^tjand shown it

on the maps for^the purpooeo expressly stated in the

State Development Guide Plan*
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©* Do you have any problem with a literal

application of the State Development Guide plan which

would Include the Far Bills village?

A* Yes, X do have a literal - - a problem with

the literal application of this boundary to any

community, whether it be Far Hills, Bridgowater, or

the like* The boundary - - -

Oft All right, before we get into the

details of the problems, X have one or two other

questions that X would like you to address*

You may have answered this question, perhaps

not, Jtr« Dresdner* X will ask it in this for©* Xn

your opinion, is the State Development Guide Plan Hap

arbitrary and capricious and unreasonable for the

purposes for which it was intended?

A* Mo, sir, it Is not arbitrary, unreasonable,

and capricious for the purposes intended*

©• And can you summarise briefly your

reasons for that answer?

A* The purposes of the State Development Guide

Plan are essentially to provide a basis for making

stated-wide growth-inducing investments* All of the

State i® Included within that purpose*

the basis for making these decisions on a map,

therefore, should be generalised and conceptual,
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because the State is in no position to detail its

concept plan on a municipal basis* Therefore, the

Development Guide Plan should be generalised* I

think that's expressed properly by the lack of

specificity in the boundaries of the State

Development Guide flan and the general nature of

those boundaries*

Additionally, the lack of detail on either the

County or the State maps suggest the Intent of the

State for these boundary lines to be generalized* If

the State wanted to sake the boundary lines ©or©

specific, they would have included, at the very

least, roads and rivers which would provide a basis

for more accurate delineation of the lines*

There is a distinction between accuracy and

precision* we can transfer an imprecise line with

great precision* That does not make that line an

accurate line*

Q. How, before the more definite question,

fir* Dresdner, and perhaps we can sake reference - -

off the record*

( Discussion off tho record*)

Q* (Continuing) Hr* Dresdner, making

reference to D-9 in evidence, if we take th©

Development Guide Plan and transpose it on a map
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Showing the boundaries of Far Bills,

20

construe that lino literally a© it1© so transposed,

in_^ouropinionr wouldthe growth area, a© it

SHcraga@6d@ the Borough o£ Far Bills, be arbitrary or

capricious?

A* Clearly, yes.

are your reasons for that

A* Well, there are a number of reasons* The lino f

itself relate® to no natural pr_cj4lturalboundarlea»

Xt follows no roads, rivers, railroads, ridge

property lines* indeed, it follows no specific

property line and cuts virtually every property that

it passes through into two parts* That in and of

itself would raise a question in my mind a® to the

reasonableness and the credibility of the line as it

relates to a particular community,

Squally importantly, the area it encompasses
- • - I • M • ••••• - y f

little

been pointedpotential for growth*

out in earlier testlmonyf and as X would agree to,

the one property of any significance that is vacant

and undeveloped is the property in question, and that

property is divided in two part© by the line*

is located at the very

eastern edge of_the conceptual state line, and the

t
/it)
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property in question la located at the ©astern edge

of

21

Bill®* It would be difficult to find a

property that is located further from the corridorf

from the Route 206 corridor# than the property in

question* and one could not find a community that is

located further fro© the Route 206 corridor than Far

Hills that 1® located within the corridor, of course*

The Far Hills portion of the delineated

corridor 1® separated from the Route 206 corridor by

the floodplaln of the Raritan River. .It does not

front on Route 206f which is a critical aspect of all

of the development that has occurred along 206$

whether Aian-Deane, Beneficial, &•?•&?,, City

Federal* They all front or have direct access to

Route 206•

Far Sills has historically not sought growth

or development for any number of reasons. In that

way, it is very much distinguished from it©

surrounding communities which do have development.

The surrounding communities are

Paapack-Gladstone, Bernards, ncdnineter, and

Bernardsville, All hayc_ substantial non-residential

development within their communities*

There has been no new

development in the Borough in the past decade save
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for an occasional new attorney or new ©mall services

The employment within the community has not

changed over the past ten yearc, although despite the

previous testimony regarding the increase in covered

employment in Far Hills between those two years. The

Cape Bacey £»add Institution* for example, would be

considered in State-Covered Employment as part of Far

Hills, but they1re clearly located outside of Far

Sills* However, they do have a Far Hills mailing

The Increase in employment stated by the State

in its covered employment statistics of approximately

two hundred and fifty (250) to about four hundred and

fifty (450) employment is Inaccurate and doesn't make

sense in terms of Far Hills when you consider the

total population of the community is ©is hundred and

seventy~sev@n (677) persons*

An employment base of four hundred and fifty

(430) related to the six hundred and seventy-seven

(€77) persons just is unreal and inaccurate*

The Borough has not benefited from

non~residential tax ratables as has the surrounding

communities. In fact, contrary to the surrounding

communities, the percentage of the taa base that is
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supported by residential development is increasing in

Par Hills, again, as compared to the surrounding

cosi®unitle@*

The main, or a main thrust, however, is that

Par Bill®, in fact, has not experienced growth and

ulll not experience substantial growth save for the

potential development of the property in question,

and again, the property in question is divided in two

parts by this very imprecise line that X have

The remainder of the area that is bounded by

this conceptual line is either environmentally

sensitive and not suitable for anything but low

density development* or it is already developed*

Q. Could you catalogue what environmental

restraints you are staking reference to?

A. there are several environmental restraint©•

They relate to floodplains, steep slopes, prime

agricultural lands, which are the three primary ones*

Other environmental constraints which are more

coat-inducing than limitations to development would

relate to a high ground water, seasonally high ground

water table, or a shallow depth to bed rock, and both

features Increase development costs*

The main environmental constraints in area
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terma, however, are prime agricultural lands,

floodplains, and steep slopes. Those constraints 1

have been recognised in 'several state and regional

reports* The State Fair Share Housing Allocation

Report, prepared by the Department of Community

Affair®f take© those lands out of the developable

category* That is, they've identified the amount of

vacant land in the state on a community basis and

then have subtracted vacant lands which have steep

elopes, which are subject to flooding, or which have

prime agricultural land as developable. The

remaining vacant land they would consider developable

in terms of a Fair Share Mousing Allocation.

Additionally, the Regional 201 Facilities

Plans, which sets forth the program and priorities

for utility improvements identifies a large portion

of Far Hills as critical environmental areas. The

policy, the policy therefore, of whether these lands

should be serviced by utilities is addressed in the

plan, and the policy is not to extend sewer lines to

service areas which are delineated in that plan as

critical environmental areas.

Q« Do the environmental constraints which

you outlined appear in the growth area, if we were to

Interpret or construe the State Development Guide
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Plan literally?

At Oh, yes, and the reason is - - -

0* Xn your response to that question, would

you also encompass the concept of whether or not

these constraints appear as pockets, or ar© they

rather pervasive?

A* ^The constraints are pervasive* The

development is a pocket* The Village of Far Hills is

located in an area that has limited constraints in

relation to the entire portion of Far Hills that is

shown within the growth area*

There's logic in that* The original settlers

of the area saw with an eye that we apparently do not

have todayI that areas are more suitable for

development than other areas. They located outside

the floodplain, slightly above it, yet not in a steep

The remaining portions of Far Hills within

this conceptual growth area have substantial

constraints to development* whether they be the

floodplain, steep slopes, or ground water close to

the surface, and for that reason, they have remained

either vacant, or in agricultural use, or developed

at very low densities*

An example of that low acre density would bo
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the ten-acre subdivision along Sunny Branch Road*

When 1 ©ay ten-acre subdivision, I mean the lots are

ten acres or greater* ''

So, in essence, the pocket that is most

suitable for development in environmental and

geographic term© ha© already been developed by the

Village* The remaining area has stayed largely

vacant, undeveloped! or in Ion-density development

because of the inherent environmental constraints in

Q* Mr* Dresdner* could you comment on the

Infrastructure that exists in Far Hills and whether

it's capable of accommodating additional growth in

the growth area, assuming the line were to be

construed literally?

A* The only area of the Village that has both

public water and public sewer is the Village* Let GO

repeat that* The only section of Far Bills that has

b^th__gub|JLj_j^gtej and public sewer is the Village*

It is lay understanding that the capacity of

the Bedmlnster plant which treats the sewage from the

Borough is at it© limit, and there are no current

plans to expand that plant to service additional

connections in the Borough of Far Hills*

Xn reviewing the Regional 201 Plan prepared by
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Malcoln Pernia, and 208 fiater Quality Flan prepared

by the Department of Environmental Protection, there

aro no plans to expand sewer service in the Borough

of far Bill®*

Additionally# it in federal E.P.A. policy not

to fund proposals which will expand the sewage

corvico area more than thirty-throe percent over the

An an example, if an area with the population

of twenty thousand (20,000) persons were being

serviced by public eewers, the S«P.A« would not fund,

as is their policy, an expansion of that, system to

serve more than thirty-three hundred (3,300)

The current Bedminster plan services

approximately two hundred and fifty (250) persons in

the Village* The Federal B«F«JU would not fund

Improvements to the existing plant that would involve

expanding the service area by more than thirty-three

and a third percent in the Borough of far Hills.

Qt ttr# Drosdner, in your opinion, does the

railroad contribute significantly to the

infrastructure of Far Bills and enable it to

accommodate additional growth?

A* X view the railroad as a limiting factor in
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planning for the Borough of Far Hills, The station

itself serves a regional purpose. The railroad line,

however, forms a very firm boundary and sensible

boundary to the Village, It provides dimension and

limitation to the character of the Village,

An Important factor in the character of the

Village is the sharp distinction between the

relatively built up Village and the low-density

surrounding area. To break down that barrier would

be to lose the very important character of the

Qt Would you kindly address a different

dimension of the railroad? Ic it suitable, in your

opinion, or does it contribute toward moving people

from their homes to their jobs in any significant

A, Well, not for the Borough of Far Bill®, Most

employed residents, the majority of employed

residents in Far Bills work in Somerset County, So,

in those term®, it would not provide a substantial or

significant alternate to the automobile. As one

expands the service area of the station, more users

are brought in, but, by the same token, the

population base is broadened.

The fact of the matter is, a© important as the
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old Erie-Lackawanna system, 1 think it's called

Conrail now, not Aratrack, we9re located at the very,

very end of the lino, in"areas of low residential

density.

The conventional Wisdom which io the proper

wisdom in transportation planning is that railroads

or mass transit best serve those areas which are

characterised by high-density rather than

low-density, we are talking about a system where

densities decline progressively as the distance from

the central city, whether it be Newark, or Hudson

County, or Hew York increases.

Q. Mr. Dresdner* are you familiar with the

Village area of Bedrainster?

A. Yes, sir.

Q* Are you familiar with the Pluokemin

Village area?

A« Yes, sir.

Q. In your opinion, is there a community of

interests between or among the Villages of Far

Bedminster, and Pluckenin? Are they sort of a

cpntinuuB?

A* no, z wouldn't consider them a continuum. I

would consider Far Bills more to the east than

Millstone or Griggstown than I would to Bedminster or
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Pluckooin. Both Bedmineter and Pluckeruin are

strongly related to Route 206* They are In the

center of a development corridor*

Far Sills is a much more compact community

than either Pluckemin or Bedmlnster* Xt1® located

off the Route 201 corridor* Xt has a very strong

sense of enclosure created by the North Branch of the

Raritan, Route 202, and the railroad, which 1© in

contrast to Piucketain and Bedminster and suggests

more of a comparison with other residential villages

in the county rather than these two*

$• Hr. Dresdner# on the subject of the

Villaget suppose we were to add somewhere between one

hundred, one hundred and twenty-five (100, 125) units

to the subject property* Would it have any impact on

the existing development along Sunny Branch Road?

A* Along Sunny Branch Road?

0* ¥es*

tea, x think it would*

Q* Hhat would that impact be?

Well, the property in question - - -

MR* VOGELB X am going to object*

X don't know that that bears on the

issue of the - - X will withdraw the

objection* X will save it for cross-

A*

A*
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examination*

TOE COBRTt Objection withdrawn*

A* The property in question is part o£ a

subdivision that was created BOEMS years ago* X don't

recall how long ago It was created* The other

properties in the subdivision are largely ten or more

acres* This property is larger than the typical

It would create a substantial traffic impact

condition at the intersection of Sunny Branch ftoad

and Route 266* It would reduce the amenities, the

rural amenities of sunny Branch Road substantially,

and change the character of that road*

It would require substantial improvement at

least along the frontage of the property in question*

along Sunny Branch Road* as well as as along 206

which* at that point* is a two-lane road,

Q. now, let's look in the other direction*

Would there be any impact on the existing Village?

A* Ves* in my opinion there would be. The

population of the existing Village would be

approximately doubled* ©ore or less* The increased

population would create further demands on the

commercial infrastructure*

There would be Increased demand© for certain
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kinds of commercial facilities, whether they be

retail or business facilities* This, in turn, would

create increased pressure on the relatively low-cost

housing that is available in the Village.

I would suggest that the major impact of

development that you described on the property in

question would be in terms of the relatively low-cost,

housing that is available in the Village of Par

As X*ve indicated previously, 2 believe the

median cost of housing of a new home in Far Hills is

less than in any of the four surrounding.communities*

It is substantially less than any of the four

surrounding communities* Let m@ expand or clarify

what X mean by a new home*

I mean a purchased hoiae. Tho median cost of a

purchased^Jtm$_injEUL-lliJjLJjiJLMllJfelMin a hundred

thousand dollars* No other community in the

surrounding area is less than a hundred thousand

dollars* The-effeet of...thiJL kind of development

would be to increase the cost of new homes as well as

rental accommodations in the Village*

Rental accommodations also are lower in the

Borough than they are in the surrounding communities*

and according to the census, there la a greater
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of rental accommodation© in the Borough

than there are for Somerset County as a whole.

So, those are some of the impacts that 1 think

the Village can anticipate fro© having it© population

doubled by the development of a property in

proximity, and indeed* abutting but not part of, the

Village*

Q« Would there be any change in the

character of the ~ - strike that.

Does Far Hills Village have a character?

A. ?es, it doe® have a character•

Q* Bow would you characterise that Village?

A, z would characterise the Village of Far Hills

a® a pleasant, low-elencity, well-maintained,

cohesive, residential area with a sprinkling of

commercial facilities to support that residential

area,

Xt© homes range - - they are generally modest

and range from one to two to three family homes* The

businesses are all email. The Village itself is

enclosed and has a sense of place as contrasted with

the surrounding area* To the extent that that sense

of enclosure is broken, that sense of place is

diluted* X think it important for th© character of

the Village that its boundaries be retained rather
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than broken*

Q« Would the character of that Village

change* assuming a development of one hundred (100)

to one hundred and twenty-five (125) units on the

property in question?

A* In my opinion* it clearly would change* It

would change because the boundaries o£ the Village

have suddenly been expanded* and* equally important*

the internal characteristics of the Village will

change* The cost of housing would increase because

of the additional pressures created by the Increased

population*

Q* Mr* Dresdner* could you compare the

State Development Guide Plan* and* particularly* the

growth area along the 206 corridor with the Somerset

County Master Plan* and tell me* sir ~ » ~

THE COURTt What number is that?

THE WITNESSt joint exhibit 11-A,

TOE COURTt D-il or P-ll?

HE* MASTROi J* Your Donor* joint*

TEE COURTx All right*

Q* And look at page 133 o£ the State

Development Guide Plan* How* do they differ in any

significant respect?

* VOGBLi Excuse me* Are we
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referring to exhibit D-9 prepared by Kr*

Dresdner which is up on the board/

showing both the growth area - - •

THE COURTJ Ho, J-ll.

HIU rmSTROt J-ll, at page 133

of the State Development Guide Plan.

HE* VOGELi And you are referring

to Far Hills, or the whole County?

HfU HASTOOi X am referring to the

question referring to the 206 aorridor.

HR. HASTR0I

0* Do they differ in any significant

A. That's a difficult question to answer, because

the level of detail is different on the two maps,

even though both are of the County* On one iaap, we

have a number of features ehown, not the least of

which is 1-78, for example, the P.aritan River* These

kinds of features are not shown on the Somerset

County Map in the State Development Guide Flan*

There are similarities, and there are

differences, but it's difficult to say whether those

differences are substantial.

If we were to look at a community, and, more
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specifically a series of properties, then the

differences could bo very substantial. If we're just

looking generally at both maps from about ten feet

away* then there would be a similarity, I would say#

between the two @aps*

Qt Specifically, and I1© naking reference

to D-9 at the present tine* north of what is

designated as the Village neighborhood on the

Somerset County Ifaster Plan and south of that village

neighborhood area, does the Somerset County Master

Plan differ from the State Development Guido Plan?

A* Xt does# substantially, in that the State

Development Guide Plan incorporates a far larger area

within the conceptual growth area than the Somerset

County plan* Additionally, the State Development

distinguishes* in this community in the

Borough of Far Hills, solely between growth and

limited growth*

the breakdown in the Somerset County Plan is

far more detailed* The Borough of Far sills is shown

in three land use categories, one of which is the

Village neighborhood, and that Incorporates the

Village of Far Hills as well as some of the

surrounding area.

The Village neighborhood, however, is
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substantially different than the Somerset Regional

Center or community development as identified in the

Somerset County Master Plan and represents, in terms

of the plan, much more dynamic growth areast that the

Regional Center and community development represent

more dynamic growth areas than the Village

neighborhood.

So, the levels of detail and the purposes of

the two maps are very different. There are overlaps,

there are inconsistencies.

Q« Now, Mr, Dresdner, you concluded that a

literal interpretation of the State Development Guide

Plan boundary line of the growth area, as it affects

Far Hills, would be arbitrary and capricious. Do you

have an opinion as to where a reasonable location of

that line would lie?

A, Yes, I have an opinion on that.

Q. What is your opinion?

A. Well, my opinion is that that line would m

properly follow the natural features that haveTbeen

so important in the historical as well as current

development of the_corridor.

I have an exhibit that would perhaps show

that, if I could use that exhibit.

Q. May I see it?
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MR* HASTROs Can we have this

narked lor identification, Your Honor?

THE cdURTi That would be a D,

D-17*

f a U*S«G*S* nap with two

overlays, ia marked for

identification*)

:. HASTRO* This has an overlay*

WITNESSi That's a u.s.a.s.

# IIASTEOt U«S«G«S« base nap

with two overlays*

THE WITNESS* U«$*G*&* base map*

THE COURTi Are we going into a

whole new area now?

MR* IIASTEOs YOB,

THE COURTt Let18 take a break for

a few minutes,

( Short recess*)

BY HR* HASTROI

Q* Mr* Dresdner, I direct your attention to

D-17 marked for identification* Would you describe

this document?

A* It1© a map which consists of a base map and
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two overlays* The base ©ap is the O*S«G*@* sheet*

It's commonly referred to as the Gladstone, Hew

Jersey, seven and a half' minute quadrangle, and it

shows in substantial detail, roads, settlements,

water resources, and contour lines*

Q. And the overlays indicate what?

Incidentally, were the overlays prepared by you?

A* The overlays were prepared by ©e*

0« The base map, is that used generally

the planning profession, other professionals

Interested in geological data?

A* It1a a basic resource used by planners and

other professional® who are concerned with land

development and environmental conditions*

Q. Now, how about the overlays, sir?

A* There are two overlays* The first, or the

bottom overlay, shows the North Branch of the Earitan

River in blue, and in brown shows area® of ©teep

slopes, in an area that I will generally call the

Route 206 corridor and adjacent areas*

0* How about the second overlay?

A* The second overlay, which is on top, with the

title "206 Corridor Analysis", ©hows the same natural

features as are shown on the lower overlay as well a©

boundaries for Far Bills and Bedminet©r, th© location
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s, Bedrainster, and £luckemin, certain

.fieally, 206, 207, and 78, as well as

several of the major developments that have located

along 206*

Q*

threshold qi

location of

shoving the

iiow, to get back to the initial

lestlon* Do these exhibit© demonstrate a

the State Development Guideline boundary,

growth area in Far Hills which, in your

opinion, would be a reasonable location?

MIU VOGELi I would object and

request only that you break it up into

segments* I understood the. question.

but it seemed to have several questions*

MR. UASTROs Indeed, it did*

Do the maps, ffr« Dresdnerv assist you in

locating what, in your opinion, is a reasonable

delineation

Guideline ai

A. Yes*

or refinement of the State Development

i it affects Far Bills?

sir, they do*

HtU HASTEDi Hay we have these

marked in evidence, tour Honor?

THE COURTS Any objection?

MB* VOGELt X have a few questions

about the base map*

HH* tmSTROi Please*
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THE COURT* All right, voir dire.

VOIR DIRE CROSS-EXAiilKATIOK DY HR« VOGELt

0* li X may* fir* Dresdner* what is the

date of this U.S.G.S. map? when was it prepared?

A* It was originally prepared in 1950* and

updated in 1954, and updated in 1970. It shows the

location of the major highways in the region as they

generally exist today,

Q. Were the highways superimposed on top of

the map, or are those the highways as they existed in

1970?

A, Yea, these are the highways that existed in

1970* The additions to the map between 1940 and 1970

are shown in purple* For example, 78, 287, are shown

in purple, and these are additions to the map since

1954 and is the standard way the United States

Geodetic Survey shows their changes from a base map

to a more current map.

Q« I see that there appear to be little

dots on the nap. Do they represent buildings?
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A* They represent buildings as of 1054* The

black dots, that is, represent buildings in existence

in 1954.

0* So that the dots in the Far Bills

Village represent the development as it existed in

1954?

A# That's correct.

Q* And the same with the other Village®?

A* Similarly with Gladstone, Bedmlnster,

Pluckeiain.

Q* Is the railroad shown on the map?

A* yes, sir* That also is shown on the map, and

it's shown in black, in the same situation that it

exists today. The title is the Brie~Laokawanna or

D*L*6.W., but, nevertheless, it's the same alignment*

Q. Eight, and it shows it going through Far

Sills, and Peapack, and Gladstone?

A* That's correct*

MR* VOGEL! All right. Thank you,

your Honor* I have no objection*

THE COURTi There being no

objection, mark it in evidence*

CLSRK OF THE COURTI D-17 in

evidence*

< D-17 for identification, is
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marked in evidence*.)

.HIU tfASTROi Your Honor, in the

past wo have been designating overlays

with letters, X believe, He have tiro

overlays* X wonder if we should

43

COURTI 0-17f tae tax map,

D~17A# one overlay, and D-17B would be

the second,

,„ HASTEOt All right.

• VOGELi is the top overlay^

the Route 206 overlay, D-17A?

THE COURTI X will be with you in

a minute, and we'll be able to answer

that when the Clerk finishes*

CLERK OF THE COURTe D-17A is -

rm. rmsTROi The first overlay

which would indicate primarily the

river, and the brown Is the steep slope*

ftr* Dresdner?

THE WITNESS I Yes, Sir*

HR. IpiASTRO: And steep slope

areas

CLERK OF THE - - - river
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and steep slope areas* And

MR* riASTROi B, Your

second overlay which shows

206 corridor*

THE COURTi With the

boundaries?

RR* KASTROl With the

boundaries of Par aills des

thereon*

44

B.?

Honori is the

generally the

municipal

municipal

ifnated

DIRECT EXAMINATION BY MR* HASTRO (COKTIHUCD)I

Q*

Q.

to approach

overlays for

Mr. Dresdner* would you be

HE* VOGELi Excuse me

just one clarification* I

municipal boundaries* I ae

thank you very @uch*

llr* Dresdnerf would you be

the easel with the base map

so kind - - •

• Z have

don't see the

re • - okay,

kind enough

D-17 and

a question or two? Thank you*

Z think perhaps D-17B is somewhat, more
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you outline for the Court,

perhaps you can stand where I'n standing* First of

all* the boundary line between Bedstinster and Far

Bills* could you trace that with the pointer?

A* The boundary line of Far Bills that separates

it from Bedminster as well ae Feapack-Gladston® is

along the North ©ranch o£ the Earitan River* It

follows the north Branch through Ravin© Lake and

exits also along the north Branch, follow® the north

Branch to approximately Route 202# and then leaves

the North Branch and continues due south*

Q» All right, sir* Would you point out the

steep slope areas in your designation of those areas?

A* The steep slope areas are shown in brown and

represent the faces of the steep slopes*

The area that is generally encompassed within

the 206 corridor is typical and commonly known as the

Somerset Bills* The steeper portion© of those hills

are found along the floodways or the streams,

particularly the north Branch, as it flows south

through Far Hills from out of HendhaB*

Additionally, there are some steep slopes

along the edge of the Gladstone Brook* The other, a

very significant steep slope area, is the Watchung

Eange which has its foot at the north Branch* The
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north Branch generally flows south, hits the edge of

the Watchunga, and then curves to the southwest to

join the naritan River further south.

Q» Have you shown on the map the two major

interstates that affect this area?

A* The two major interstates are 1-73 as well as

287* They interchange in and around the Pluckemin

area* Immediately to - - -

Q* My next question is, you testified

earlier as to development or changes that attracted

and formed a base for the State Development Guide

Plan* Rave you designated any of those changes in

A* Yes, I've noted with red triangles some of

the major developments that have occurred along the

206 corridor. This information is taken from a

County Map which identified all of the major

developments along the corridor. Those developments

include City Federal, Alan-Deans* A«T.&T., and

Beneficial, all along Route 206.

Q* How, Mr. Dresdner, is there any

relationship between development that has taken place

in the corridor and any natural feature© that you

have demonstrated on D-17B7

A* Ves, there is a relationship. The
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relationship is essentially in termc of natural

resourcesi that these facilities have located to the

west, either the watchung Range, which ia a

substantial barrier to development, and/or to the

west of the North Branch of the Raritan River*

As X mentioned to you, the Raritan generally

flows south and when it nudges the f?atchung Range, it

veers fro® south to southwest and then further south*

The combination of the Berth Branch and the

Watchung Range have set up in development term© an

easterly limit to the corridor*
*-

The center of the corridor would.be Route 206*

The eastern boundary of the corridor would logically

be the steeply-eloped Watchung Range and the

floodplain of the Raritan River as it flows fro® the

north through Far Bills, then into Bediainster*

All of the developments that Z have mentioned.

City Federal, Alan-Deane, A*T*&T«, Beneficial, are

located between, or rather west, of the Watchung

Range and the north Branch of the Raritan River, and

in fact all of then, save the City Federal proposal,

are located on the east side of 206, between 206, and

the Watchung Range, and the north Branch of the

Raritan River*
Q* In your opinion, do you anticipate any
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future growth to the east, immediate

Raritan River and the ifatchung Range

48

east, of the

as depicted on

A* Ho, Z would not* Again, the Watchung Range

itself is a substantial barrier to anything other

than low-density residential development* And, of

course, to the east of the North Branch of the

Raritan River is a portion of the floodplaln*

In Far Hills, specifically, there is more

land, farms which are owned by A.T.&T* and which, to

my understanding, there are deed restriction© to the

development* Further along Far Bills is the

floodplaln of the North Branch with very limited

development potential in Far Hills*

So, to the extent that there is continued

development along the Route 206 corridor, it would be

specifically adjacent to the corridor* The tendency

for corporations is to locate on the side of the

highway that is faoat convenient to arrive at*

For example, the critical interchange, tot-^mS

206 corridor is the 78, 287, 206 interchange*

Employees coming to work at A«T*&?» or to Beneficial,

would es&it Route 206 with a right turn, coming off

eventually, or earlier, coming off 73* That is an

easy movement for employees going to work*
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Returning from work would require a left turn

on to 201 which is a less easy movement*

Traditionally, employees, particularly large

corporations who have a number of employ©©! who come

from generally a particular direction, like to

rocaive their employees with ae much ease as

possible* Insofar as them leaving work and going

homey that 1© leea in their interest* This pattern is

also seen along Route 1 and Eoute 18.

But, in any event, the access to 206 is

critical, and the constraints, the environmental

constraints as represented by the ffatchung fiountalns

and the north Branch of the Raritan, would inhibit

development to the east of those natural features to

a greater extent than development to the west*

Q» In your opinion, Mr. Dseadner, does the

outline of the growth area on the state Development

Guide Flan as you indicated, namely, following the

Worth Branch of the fcaritan, then along the ridge of

the Watchung Range, appear to be a reasonable

location and a realistic location for that growth

line boundary?

h, My view that the growth corridor is bounded on

the east by the Watchung Elver and the north Branch

of the Raritan, is* in my opinion, in substantial
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compliance with the State Development Guide Plan, and

it is only when on© transfers this very imprecise

line to a detailed map that the differences are

readily observable, and the differences result item

the more aite-epecific delineation as shown on this

Route 206 Corridor Analysis Map as contrasted with a

very generalised conceptual line that i® represented

on the State Development Guide Plan*

So, 2 would say that this is in substantial

compliance with the State Development Guide Plan,

Q» Lot me rephrase my question* I don't

think you answered It.

HE* VOGEL* While you are giving

your opinion of the answer, I think

did answer it*

TBS COURTi oo ahead*

Q* four opinion of the location of the

eastern boundary of the state Development Guide Flan

growth area line as being the Worth Branch of the

Karltan, and a© one proceeds south, then running

along the ridge of the Watchung Range of mountain©)

la that a reasonable location for that line?

JU Yes, it's a very reasonable location for the

eastern boundary of the State Development Guide Plan,

Route 206 growth corridor* It's based on
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trends| on natural features* on the alignment of the

Route 206 corridor, all of which are essential in

determining what the boundaries of that growth area

are.

HR, KASTROs Thank you, Hr.

Dreadner* Would you Bit down, please*

Q« You mentioned, during the course of your

testimony, reference to a 201, 208 study that in some

dimension encompassed Far Hills, Do you recall that?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Generally, what is that 201-203 study?

A* A 208 study is a Water Quality Management Plan

that is required by the Federal Government to be

prepared for all parts of this state, and indeed all

other states.

. Q. Go ahead*

A* The purpose of the plan - - -

Q» Before you get into the purpose of it,

is that done pursuant to any federal requirement?

At Weil, it's done pursuant to federal law as

well as E*P*A* Regulations and Guidelines that are

intended to implement that law*

The law is the Clean Waters Act, and the

@*P*A«, of course, will prepare the federal

regulations and guidelines to implement that act*
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Q* Do you know what, for purposes of

understanding, the designation 201, 208 refers to?

A* Weil, they refer to section© of the law*

Section 206, section 201, 2 don9t know what the title

is of those sections, but one relates to water

quality management* She other relates to sewerage

facilities*

Q* Is this common terminology in the

planning field, at least that aspect of the planning

field, that deals with environmental problems related

to clean water?

A* It's not only a question of environmental

problems* They are part and parcel of any planning,

because planning relates to densities, and densities

relate to utilities and facilities, and 208 and 201

relate to regulations that affect the provision or

non-provision of public utilities*

Q« Are these common studies that are ©ade,

or are they something unique?

A* Weil, they9re not unique* Thoy'vo been

prepared for counties and watersheds in the entire

state*

Q* now, more precisely, fir* Dr@®dner, has

there been a 201-208 study prepared, say within the

past five years, for the Far tlills-Bedmlnster area?
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A» There have been both a 208 study prepared, 208

Water Quality Management Plan prepared* and that was

prepared by the Department of Environmental

Protection*

There has been a 201 Facilities Plan prepared*

That was prepared by the engineering firm of tfalcolru

Pernle and prepared for, as I recall, the Somerset

County, both for Somerset County as well as the north

Branch Watershed Association*

Q* Do you know when the 208 study was

preparedf approximately?

A* Either in the very late seventies or in 1980*

Q* Do you know where one can obtain a copy

of that study?

A* Well, there's a copy available at the Somerset

County Planning Board, and a number of communities

would have a copy* Bridgewater, for example, would

have a copy* Bedrainetor, and so on*

Q. This is a public document?

A* Yes, sir*

Q* is there a relationship between the 208

and 201 studies?

A* Yes* The 208 study is, in term© of that

relationship* more conceptual* addressing larger

issues of water quality*
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The 201 Facilities Flan 1© an implementing

document, the purpose of which Is to program

improvements to the structural system* that is, to

tho sanitary ©ewer system that would be intended to

achieve the objectives of the 208 Hater Quality

The 208 Water Quality Management Flan

considers. In addition to structural technique© for

improving water quality, structural technique® being,

septic tanks, public sanitary sewer systems* The 203

plan would also consider land use and population,

because the bottom line is land use* The pattern of

land use and the dimension of population is what

creates the waste which eventually has to be disposed

of in our streams*

Q* So, in effect, if 1 understand what

you're saying, the 208 study is the analysis which

encompasses the factors you Indicated, and the 201

Facilities Plan is the implementing device to carry

out the objectives of the analysis* is that a fair

evaluation?

A* That1a a fair statement, yes*

Q* How, Mr* Dresdner* was there a

facilities plan prepared that characterised the

Borough of Far Bills in any way &s far as impacting
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upon trater quality concerns?

A# tell, both the 201 and the 208 indicated the

importance of Far Bills insofar as the quality of

water passing through it was concerned, both nine

Brook and the North Branch, specifically* The

quality of Nine Brook Improves as it passes through

the relatively Ion-density development and vacant

lands in Far Hills prior to its joining the North

Branch, also in Far Hills*

neither plan - - -

KR* VOGELi Objection, Your Honor*

Z didn't want to interrupt, to get some

testimony that these plans exist, and

that they generally cover the community*

But, if we 1re going to get into

what the plans say, I think the

documents are the best evidence, because

the documents ought to be here* If he

wants to refer to the documents, fine*

I certainly want the opportunity

to cross-examine him on those documents,

and X suggest the testimony is not the

best evidence*

THE COURTS Do w© have them?

KR. MASTROt Well, Your Honor, the
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Rules certainly permit an expert to

testify from data and documents.

THE COURTS no question about

m w ftJtSTROt Fardon me?

THE COORTt Ho question about

that* How, though* will one

cross-examine?

HR* KASTROt Let me try a more

specific approach*

BY MR, HASTROi

Q* fir, Dresdner^ are there any maps

accompanying these documents?

A# Yea, @ir# there are a number of maps*

Q, Is there a map that will, more or less,

summarise hoy Far Bills is characterised as it

relates to the water quality?

A, Yeo, sir*

HR« VOGELi I am going to object,

four Honor* X have seen the 201

facilities Plan, They are massive*

They have multitudes of map®, and

studies, data. The ones I have seen are
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huge, anil to eitract one map, or to take

one section out, one paragraph, without

the document being here eo that I could

cross-examine, look at the document, and

teet whether we're getting a very

limited one-sided view o£ what the

totality of the study shown, X think

it9s Inappropriate, and X think the

Rules of Evidence clearly Indicate that

the best evidence ought to be here*

HIU HASTROt lour Honor - - -

MR* VOGELi You have the County

Master Plan, the plan of the Tri-8tat@

Regional Planning, the Municipal Plan,

the State Development Guide Plan, that's

in evidence*

Why should we have a massive study

without the massive study being here?

BR, HASTROt Your Honor, X have

requested one element of the 201

Facilities Study Plan, a map*

THE COURTS A What?

HR* HASTROt X have inquired about

a map*

THE COURT| Yes*
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fUU MASSROl Zf Mr. Vogel feels

uncomfortable about that, ho can

cross-examine with regard to that map.

But this is evidence - - -

THE COURTi I have problems to

start witb# and Z don't mind, and you

have heard some comments I made in some

prior part of this case*

Z just heard the witness say

something about vacant land in Far Bills

having a clarifying or cleaning effect

on the Mine Brook, and Z would like to

see the study, if that is a fact, which

makes that apparent* Because,

otherwise, I have to divorce myself of

all my prior knowledge of Mine Brook,

and that would include all of it running

through Bernardsville, and Z have no

hesitancy saying on this record, that if

that stream is not contaminated when it

comes out of Bernardsvllle, no stream is

contaminated*

Z would want to see just how this

cleansing effect took place as it runs

along the railroad track down
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through the meadow toward Far Hills,

So, if you've got that, X want to see

it*

How, frankly, X am not going to

give much weight to an opinion which

says that the ftlne Brook is cleansed by

running through Par Bills* It strikes

me it would have to have a long run, and

X would want to see what those elements

are to clean up that stream In any

fashion* X would appreciate knowing

those, obviously*

X would be delighted to hear that

that was the case* And, of course, X

would be delighted to hear about that,

so if you've got it, let me see it.

HA* HASTROi Your Honor, X an of

course - - -

TUB COURTi you are not a defender

of what Bernardsville ha© done to the

nine Brook*

MR. rmSTROs X am not testifying*

THE COURT! Nor ai I»

MR* HASTROi It is my
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understanding, in dealing with these

matters, that the process of pollutants

entering a stream becomes somewhat

complex* Perhaps one of the most

damaging is fro® sewer plant effluent

that pours or gets material into the

water* that requires oxygen from water

in order to go through a chemical

process, and as the stream flows and

recharges, it at least reabcorbes some

of that oxygen along the way*

I'll ask Mr* Dresdner*

Q* Are you aware of any studies that have

been made of the nine Brook or the Rarltan, for that

matter, that Indicate the water quality of those

streams* that river?

MR* VOGELi X would object unless*

again* we 1re going to have the studies

here*

The trouble is, that a general and

simplistic statement of this COIR pies

chemical and biological process does not

provide the kind of accurate infortaation

that the Court is entitled to*

If there is a study, and it is
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relevant, it should como into evidence,

and wo can all look at the study,

oross-exaaine, and see all of its

various features*

It 1® particularly difficult. For

example, 201 studies relate to publicly-

funded sewage treatment facilities* As

I understand the Bed&inster plant, that

was built by A,T.*T. and was not funded

by the federal government* I don't know

what relevance it has* But, aside from

that, there is a matter of getting

reliable data - - -

THE COURTS The only publicly-

funded sewage treatment along the Mine

Brook is in Bernardsvllle, and X assume

that there is some discharge from that

plant into the stream*

But X aa also aware of the

stream1s location across the railroad

from the quarry, and I'd like to know

what the Itapact of the quarry is, and

it's downstream of the railroad track

all the way into Far Bills*

One would have to give me some
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kind of description as water over the

ballast, all right, and underneath the

track* AncI of course, the track Itself,

in the immediate area, is accustomed to

pollutants* So, again, X would have to

divorce myself of knowledge which goes

back more than fifty years* X am

willing to do that* Some people night

suggest X do it constantly, but to hear

that the Hine

Brook is cleaned up by its run through

the idyllic section of Far Hills, X

would like to see that* I am sorry*

Otherwise, X would be giving little

weight to such comments*

MR. VOGELi X would like to point

out to the Court, and X know the Court

knows, but for the record, that the Far

Bills Village is not serviced by

plants in Bernardsville* Xt is serviced

by a plant in Bedmlnster*

THE COURTt The municipality?

RR* VOGELi The municipality, the

Borough of Far Hills, the Village of the

Borough of Far Hills* X didn't hear any
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Indication that these studies deal with

that particular plant which is a

natural for expansion for service and

enlargement for the Village*

So, in terms of relevance, 1 urn

not quite sure what a 201 study has to

do with all this* But, in any event, we

don*t have the study*

THE COURTi I am not trying to

foreclose your direct examination, Hr*

ttastro, or Impinge on it, either* But,

as X understood from the last time Hr*

Dresdner was here, he was a planner for

Far Bills* Is that so?

MR. HASTROr He Still is*

THE COURT* And if so, he should

have access to some of these

instruments, and perhaps if he has one

or two of them, we might take a look at

them* If they have conelusory language

in theci, or if they have some studies

where the conclusory language is

supported, then we can have them

produced, and then we can then deal with

them and might give soiae more substance.
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if you like, or support to the

conclusions which the witness is here

voicing*

But, as I say, and again, X could

be as wrong as anything about the Mine

Orook, but X would have to divorce

myself from all ©y prior experience and

knowledge of the thing, and X can't

believe that is a clean stream after it

leaves Bernardsville, for year after

year, and if you tell me it 1® a clean

stream when it leaves Far Bills, then

something miraculous has been done to it

as it runs past Par Sills, and X would

like to know about it. You know what X

am saying, and you know it as well as X

know it*

HIU KASTROt Yes, and X would

suggest that these matters take time,

and indeed if you are up through

Bernardsville, you might take a look at

the pond next to the municipal building

with which X am sure you are familiar,

which supports a variety of fowl life

as well as fish life* You
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surprised*

THE COURTI Right,

65

X would be* X

would remember the residue of the gas

station that used to go

HR, HASTROl Dsed

problems are being addre

THE COURTI Okay*

MR, KASTROl My qu

related to a map as part

in the back*

to, but these

ssod*

estion was

of this 201

Facilities Plan, Your Honor, which X

think is precisely what

inquiring*

THE COURTI DO we

BY MR. MASTROt

Q* Xs there a &ap, Mr. Dree

A* Yes, sir*

THE COURT1 DO you

studies?

TUB WITNESS! Yes,

map that you1re referrin

Hit* KASTROl All r

MR, VOGELt X WOUld

part of the map unless w

study*

ur* vogel is

have a map?

dner?

have some

cir, X have the

g to*

ight*

object to any

r@ have the full
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Direct - Allen Dresdnec

Do you have the full stud?

I do.

THE COURT* Why not

minutes and dig it out, ar

oonnect these two things.

1 won't be fishing* no pun

when wo talk about the Kir

information and ©ore backc

see what we've got*

66

'f Mr*

take a few

id we can

And certainly

i intended.

ie Brook for

iround* Let's

HE* MASTROt Could you 9<2t that

study?

THE WITNESS 1 Yesr £

TKS COURTS Part Of

earlier is true* It's in

BY UK* HASTROi

Qt

previously \

How, Mr* Dresdncr, we ref<

to a 203 study affecting Pai

you have such a document?

A* Yes,

oe from the

X have a study that was ma<

Somerset County Planning n<

Upper Raritan Watershed, Waste tfatoroin

Plant which

Q.

iir*

what was said

bulk*

srred

: Hills* Do

le available to

?ard of the

9d Facilities

is the 201 wast© Uater Facilities Plan*

If my recollection servo© me w@ll, I
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think in your testimony you said it was in late '79

or,!

A«

goes

A.

you

A.

was

208

Hana

A*

Beds

A,

The

Beds

208

30. Indeed it was in '79?

Qt

along

980, and revised in *81«

And is there a 201 Facilities Study that

with that plan?

This is the 201 Facilities

Qt

Qt

have a

Yea

X thought X had asked you about a 208«

THE COURTS 201•

Did X say 201? X meant to say 208* no

208 study?

, X have a 208 study as well, and this also

borrowed from the County Planning Board, and the

study

igemsnt

Qt

16

Qt

ilnster

Yes

208, X

linster

Q.

or 201

Bills and

Hills appe

is entitled "Upper Raritan water Quality

Plan."

And the date o£ that, sir?

Way, 1979*

Do either of these studies relate to the

plant?

, the 201 discusses the Bedminster plant*

do not recall whether it discusses the

plant or not.

And is there a map as part of either the

study? Is there a map that Identifies Far

characterises at least that portion of Far

aring in the literal growth area on the
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@«0#Q«f# as having water quality implications?

A* Yes* There's a sap called Plats 5 which is

called Critical Land Areas, and on it it shows trout

maintenance waters, prime agricultural ©oils,

wetlands* one hundred year floodplain, steep slopes,

park land, public and aomi-public open lands,

I have made a copy of that map and perhaps we

can use the copy rather than the original.

THE COORTs Is that the county's

original* You must return it?

THE WITNESSi I must return it,

and the copy is a Xerox copy, not a

hand-drawn copy*

THE COURTi Perhaps, if you wish,

we can make some copies mad© to use it

on the easel if you want to use it, or

if counsel wants a copy*

TUG WITNESS8 Z have additional

copies*

TBS COURTi AS long as we don't

use the County's copy*

MR. VOGELi 1 don't have a problem

with Plate 5* X do have some

hesitancy of having Plate 5 marked

into evidence without the rest of the
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document, because the rest may have a

great deal to say about the area and

about the detail of Plat® 5*

Other than that* X have no

objection to Plate 3 for whatever it is

offered*

TUB COURTi X assume there will be

some testimony from the witness as to

the studies and the implication of the

drawn Plate 5 in terms of, or in

reference to, those studies, and we111

deal with that, then, at the appropriate

KR« VOGELi Were you waiting for

me, Mr, Haetro?

MR. HASTRGt 1Te@«

f!JU VOGELi X have no objection to

that one Plate* X qualified it by

saying that the whole report ought to go

into evidence, but X have no objection

to the Plate*

MR, HASTROa Can we have that

marked into evidence?

THE COURTi why don't we have a

photocopy?
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5 as

one?

and

tho

for

•

the

one*

the

Your

MR. HAgTROl

THE COURTJ

veil*

MR. MASTROl

MR# VOGiXil

THS C00R7I

make it a def

MR* VOQCLl

Ye®«

And show him Plate

Why donrt you take

I appreciate that*

And mark the photocopy

enso exhibit.

Could we at least have

Flan from which this is taken marked

identification?

HR« IIASTROl

HR. VOGELl

HE* MASTROt

MR, VOGELt

201 or 203«

THE COURT1

plan aa D-13#

CLERK Of Tfi

MR, MASTROl

Honor.

HR. VCXJELt

HRV HAGTROl

Raritan watershed

Surely*

Namely, the study.

Why not?

X don't know if this is

X lost track of that

First, we will mark

B COURT1 D-18*

For identification!

Which is that?

That9® the Upper

ftaste ifater facilities
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Plan, dated December, 1980, revised

Jane# 1981, prepared by llaicolm Pernie,

Xnc*

BE* VOGELi 60 that's a 201 Study?

MR* HASTROt This is the 201

study* la that correct, Mr* Bresdnor?

TH2 tfXTKESSt Ses, sir*

THIS COURT* Let1® start with the

plan itself*

CLERK OF THE COURT: D-1G.

HR* BASTROi lie will mark this for

identification*

TBB COUMt D**13*

m. HASTROi D-1C for

identification*

( D~18* a map, is marked for

identification*)

THE COURTa All right*

HR* HASTEOi And there is a ©ap

entitled, "Critical Land Areas, Far

Hills", which is part of that study,

Your Bonor* Plate 5, ltvs designated as

Plate 3*

CLERK OF THE COURTS D-19 in

evidence*
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( D~19# a map, la marked in

evidence*)

T8B COURTi That's in evidence*

• MASTflQt Thank you*

72

BY MR, HASTKOf

Q* Hr» Dresdner* would you take a look at

sir,

KIU VOGELt Your Honor, could we bo

looking at D-1G for identification

while - • •

BE. HASTKOi Sure.

HR, VOOBXit Thank you*

THE COORTi The witness had been

shown D-19, Do you have a copy of D-19,

sir?

0

nn. VOGELI

THC COUBTi And the Court has the

exhibit, All right, 90 ahead*

Ha* MASTROi First a threshold

question, if I might,

Where were these documents obtained, Mr,

A* These documents were borrowed from the
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County Planning

0* And Z presume you sad© some

representation that you would return them to the

Somerset County Planning Board?

A. Yes, t told them I would.

Q* referring to Plato 5, marked D-l$, what

is that?

At This is a taap of the Borough of Far Hills

prepared as part of the 201 Facilities Flan Report,

showing critical land areas. That is the title of

the map* 'Critical Land Areas,• The critical land

areas ehown, trout maintenance water©, agricultural

soils, wetlands, floodplain, steep slope© and park

land* public, semi-pub!ic, and open lands*

Q» And would you summarise briefly, and if

you can conceptualise in your mind, approximately

where a literal interpretation of the growth areas in

Far Bills is? Could you auraiaarise the texture of

that land as it relates to water quality?

A* Hell, in terms of the critical land areas,

it's clearly largely composed of land© that are

identified as critical lands for the purpose of the

201 Facilities Plan,

It includes large areas of floodplain,

wetlands, steep slopes and what they call pack land.
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public, semi-public* and open lands*

ftlU VOQBfii 0o you want the

environmental map? 0-9 is right around

the corner*

HE* KASTROi Off the record*

< 0iscussion off the record*)

Q* Hr* Dresdner, looking at 0-9 with the

overlays, do you find a similarity between 0-9 and

0-1$ as far as outlining the critical areas you just

mentioned?

A* Yes* there is a similarity* we used different

sources* or sources other than this map* but

essentially the results are similar and comparable*

Q« sr* Oresdner* what does that map tell

you as far as the growth area in Par Bill© is

concerned?

BE* VOGELi Just an objection, only

because X am not clear which map you are

talking about, 0-0 or - - -

ME* HASTBOt 0-19*

A# What D-ULehov/B me* ia-Jfch&t

major portion ofthe_frowt|tJ^^

within a critical land area category* fy^X

Q. Would that beguitable for__Jtoelopment?

A* Hell, portions of i t would b© •$•
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development* Other portions would be unsuitable* and*

portion would not be developable because

. developed already, or there are deed

restrictions as to the development, of the

Importance of this critical land area

category is that it i& contrary to Federal and state,

and Federal policy to fund utility Improvements that

would encourage development in critical land areas*

Q* So, in that respect* would you find a

clash between a literal interpretation of the State

development Guide Plan as it affects Far Bill© growth

area and Federal policy Insofar a® development of

that area 1® concerned?

JU Well, in ©y opinion, a literal application of

the State Development Guide Plan to the Borough of

Far Kill® conflict® with County policy* state policy

and Federal policy* That9® why Z am uncomfortable

with a literal application of the State Development

Guide Plan, the conceptual and imprecise boundary*

Q* Hr* Dresdner* did you have an

opportunity to eaaraino any other maps that related to

the State Development Guide Plan, any working

document®?

-r

, yes* I was down at the Deputy of

Community Affairs and requested to @©Q a

• / / •

?
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the outlines of the State Development Guide Flan

growth

Bills,

saw?

A.

A*

of it*

that w

evjantu

A*

ar

as

Q.

Q.

©as, limited growth areas, etcetera, in Far

well as the surrounding area*

What is your recollection of what you

THE COURTi Did you see it?

Did you see Atlas Ho* 2S7

Atlas Sheet Bo. 2JL»_ fff/^ +

Q.

Z

Q*

ere

all

ye

Did you see it? P^^

saw it, and reviewed it, and traced portions

ftfU VOGELi Z would object to a

reference to some Atlae Sheet* Maybe

X didn't bear the testimony, but Z don't

know that there has been, in any way.

sufficient foundation evidence to begin

with* He do not have the best evidence

of what that map shows*

fJR* MASTROJ Z withdraw the

question* Xf Z may start again*

Hr* Dresdner, did you examine any taaps

utilised in preparing the maps that

y appear in the State Development Guide

s, sir.
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Q« Could you describ

MR. VOGELl

THE COURTI

read back?

HR. VOGB&l

quite clear about

appreciate if the

THE CO0RTS

for you.

MR* VOGELJ

( The quest

mdner 77

e the maps?

Could I - - -

Do you want the answer

The question X «rasn9t

# and I would

question were reread*

X will have it reread

Thank you*

ion is read back*)

Q* Would you describe those map©*

HR* VOGELl

AAJII n «» «• «•
<**£«•&•• w ^ —

HR* HASTROI

question*

Q. How were these ma

TBS COURTS

Objection* X would

X withdraw the

pa used* Mr* Dresdner?

When? In the drafting

o£ the State Development Guide Plan?

HR* MASTROl YeSf a© they relate

to the State Development Guide Flan*

THE CODRTt
\ f

HR* VOGEL:

4% Jte 4fc Mk Mk M • •

nearsay*

fIR. flASTROt

It he knows or not*

We are in an area of

Yes, X agree*
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THE COURTi z don't know what he

was doing - - -

MR, VOGELi X don't know who he

was talking to. He pulls out No* 25,

and X think we need a lot more* First

of all, x think we need a map here, We

are going to be talking about a map.

Second of all, X am troubled

by hearsay. We made the same efforts to

try to get some maps, and there are lots

of them, and there was nothing of

authenticated value that we could get

before this Court,

THE COURTS Well, that's your

position on it. He went down and tried

apparently the same source, or

essentially the same source,

MR. VOGELi X object to the

question because it calls for a hearsay

answer,

THE COURTS I think not, and X

will allow it, X will find out what he

saw and what he didn't see, not what he

was told, but what he saw.

BY MR. r I ASTRO:
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0* Can you answer the question?

A* yes* X saw an Atlas sheet which was titled

•Sheet No, 2 5 % Xt was noted in the upper left hand

corner, as X recall*

Thero was a scale on the map of one inch

equals one mile, and it showed in substantial detail

on the map Itself as originally printed, roads,

railroads, settlements, elevations, and similar

information, typical of the information you would

ordinarily find on a U*S*0«s* quadrangle sheet*

Q* was there any definition of a road area

affecting Far Bills?

MR. VOGELi Objection* sorry* Did

you finish the question?

MR. riASTROi X finished the

question*

fiR* VOGELi Objection, because X

don't Know what this map is* X don't

even know where ha got it* He's

referring to a map. X object to the

relevancy of a map*

I don't know if he got it from Hr.

(Unman* X don't know what the

designation of the map is, other than

Ho* 25* X don't know how that ties in
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Be visually observed a map* That

in and of itself is not relevant, and

without further foundation and support,

no evidence of the content© of the map,

except telling the Court what it was

generally about, should be allowed in

this trial*

MR* KASTROi Let ne try a few

questions, tour Honor, a® a foundation,

if X may.

THE COURTt 60 ahead*

MR* HASTROi

Q» Hr« Dresdner - - -

THE COURTt Let me suggest to you,

counsel, in reading this and looking at

it this morning again, and the burden is

on the one who disputes what is shown on

the State Development Guide Plan*

If he were to have gone to the

source and to have seen maps, and those

maps showed a line postured someplace

else for different reasons, and it is

spelled out there, and then what is
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ultimately promulgated varies from it*

X would think that would go to

support a theory that what ultimately

waa promulgated was the result of an

error* capricious or arbitrary, and I

think that la open*

Zn fact* the Court aald it is one

of the three ways in which the attack

can be made on that which is shown on

the State Development Guide Flan* In a

broad sense* X would be inclined to

permit that*

MR. MASTROi In a broad sense* I

don't disagree* but we don't know when

this map was prepared* Was it prepared

prior to? ffe don't know whether that

map was* in fact* used to develop the

official State Development Guide Flan

There are a lot of assumption® in

this testimony. Is there any legend

on this map that tells us anything?

THE COURTt We are going to get to

that, x assume* by way of a foundation

question*
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X understand the question* and

he will correct ne, please* His

question# paraphrased by me9 i© that he

saw maps that were utilized in the

drafting of the State Development Guide

Planf and one of those wae an Atlas

Sheet tfo* 25 with a ecale of one inch to

one mile, showing substantial detail or

data, such as roada, railroads,

elevations, etcetera*

MIU VOGELi Your Donor, that is a

conclusion, that that map was utilised,

of the witness* Row does he know

that?

COURtt You can test that, I

suggest, en cross-examination*

^ MR* VOGELi If Z may, Your Honor,

. if he is going to either produce that M

map, which would be fine, and then I can

cross-examine him on the document, or «

produce some other map which he says is

a duplication of that map, or some such

thing like that, I would have the right

to test these issues, what he is now

©aying in conclusion*
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TOE COURTi You will have an

opportunity on cross-examination to

test the basis of his opinion that this

somehow was used in the final product

which is contained in the State

Development Guide Plan*

MR, VOGELJ judge, with all due

respect, it goes to the admiesibility of

any evidence about the map itself, and

that's what I as concerned about.

X know that I would be able to

cross-examine this, but once we get to

that posture in his testimony that says*

here is the nap, or here is a

duplication of the map, at that point X

want to be able to test these foundation

questions before the admis&ibility of

any information about that map is

allowed by this Court*

ilfU HASTEOi Your Honor, these are

all subject natters for

cross-examination9

fUU VOGELt well, we are talking

about the admiseability of a document

which X don't know if we have*
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TBE COURTI Xt has not been

offered yet* X don't have it In front

of me* Apparently, he in going to

testify from his testimony orally of

what wao seen, and then you can test

that recollection* I will permit it,

BY MR* tlASTKOi

Q* Mr* Dresdner* you made reference to

Atlas Sheet 25. Here there other sheets at the

location where you examined Sheet 2S7

A* there were other Atlas Sheets that covered

other portion® of the State* Atlas sheet no. 25

covered Far Hills specifically* and a general area

around Far Eille and was ay interest when X went down

to the Department of Community Affairs and asked to

see Atlas Sheet no. 25.

Q, Where was it located?

A« xt was located in the offices of the

Department of Community Affairs* Xt was located on

the ground floor offices, in the basement, X think,

as was referred to by the previous planner here, in a

similar office as the Somerset County Planning Board,

located on the ground or basement floor of an office

building*
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they were located in offices* They wee® not

in storage, and according to the listing of people

who have seen the @aps ~ - -

ME* VOGELt Objection*

THE COURTi z will sustain that*

That is hearsay*

Q* Do you know when these maps were

prepared, or was there any indication?

JU These maps were prepared over - ~ -

HfU VOGELi Objection* The

question was, do you know when these

maps were prepared?

THE COURTi Please* Do you know

when they were prepared?

THE WITNESS! Yes, air, 1 do*

Q* When?

A. They were prepared prior to the preparation of

the current Revised Draft State Development Guide

Plan,

Q* Do you know what the purpose of the maps

Q* What's that?

A* The map© were used to identify and revise the

growth area© as shown on the original draft of the
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State Development Guide Plan, and used in meeting©

06

with county agencies and other interesta<r~group<

the State's review of the original Guide Plan.

Those maps were at a scale which permitted a
yl

7o have reviewed the

original State Plan Maps would have been at a detail

that would have bmen difficult to comprehend, again,

at the local level*

0. Now, previously you indicated that you

®ade a tracing of a map? Is that what you said?

THG COURTi I didn't hear that.

HH. VOGELi X would object at

this point, Your Honor. Mr. Hastro

asked, did you make a tracing of the

sap? X would object at this point.

First of all, because the map that

the witness is testifying to apparently

does exist. It would be the best

evidence. It is a map which is

certainly subpoenable by Mr. Hastro.

It hasn't been subpoenaed, if

it's some kind of office map, I aa sure

Mr. Girman will bring tho map with him.

THE COURT I YOU trunt.

:. VOG EL i Pardon?
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COURT1 YOU trust,

RE* VOQE&i And if it*® not an

official map, then it shouldn't he in

evidence*

fhe witness gave testimony, and

the Court wanted some foundation

evidence* Be gave testimony that he

knows when the nap was prepared* Xt is

either from hearsay* or from something

that is said on the map, and that is not

clear fro® the foundation evidence, who

prepared it, the date of preparation,

whether it was an officially adopted

nap.

Unless he got all this from

hearsay, and, if so, we ought to get it

directly from the source and not a

hearsay source*

HE* HASTROB Your Honor, i£ I may

suggest, not to belabor this - - -

T22 COURT! Ye®*

MR. ttASTROt - - - that when Hr*

Ginnan comes up, that h® bring Atlas

25 with hio*

THE COURTi I have a note, and we
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will call him this afternoon*

MR* MASTftOs And X see no need to

question Mr* Dresdner about that*

nill question Mr* Gimaan about it*

would be much &ore familiar with it*

Is that satisfactory? Counsel

indicates with a waive of the hand that

he is satisfied*

TBS COURTt You desist in the

questioning as to Atlas 25 at this

point?

MB* HASTROi I think so*

THE COURT* If it1© to b© covered

by Hr« Glnmanff and you wish to pursue

it, we will deal with it then*

HR* fmsTROi X would appreciate

that, Your Honor*

THE COURTI All right*

BY MR.

Qt Mr* Dreeuner, previously we had

discussed the precision with which State Development

Guide Flan boundary lines were outlined in the

various maps that appear in F~33*

And a previous witness had indicated! at some
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point In the process of translating the growth area

of the State Development Guide Plan as it affects far

Hills onto other maps, visual observations were made*

Would you look at page 133 ana 116 of p~33?

TBS COURTt(> Page 116?

HA. ftASTROl And 133.

Q Do you agree with mef at page 133f it

shows Somerset County Guide Plan Map? Is that

correct* sir?

At Yesf sir*

Q» And page 116 i s t&lurt?

A* Xt ehowa an outline of Somerset County with

the Tri-Stato Regional Development Guide Plan drawn

on that outline as well a© the State Development

Guide Plan,

So, the two plans, that of ?ri-Statef and that

of Now Jersey, are superimposed one on the other on

Somerset County*

Q# Xf one were to examine the map© in

detail, do you see any visually noticeable area©

where they differ?

A. Yes, There are areas* They differ, if X were

to examine this in detail*

Q* Could you point an area out where they

differ?
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&# Well, there are two areas*

slightly different* and the width of the boundary

lines are different* The width of the boundary lines

represent several hundred feet of difforcnco in the

boundary line* Perhaps more importantly, the ©hapts

themselves differ on portion® of the map*

For eg&iaple, the outline of the limited growth

area adjacent to the Route 206 corridor i® ©lightly

different on the two maps. This is something that I

would espact and would not find unusual on maps drawn

at this scale, for these purposes, and with the free

hand tools that are available to the draftsman of the

\\ But there is that difference in the two state

Development Guide Plan Haps* They make a difference

If they are transposed directly from one scale to

another* Us I had mentioned earlierr X consider

these lines imprecise and would point to these two

maps as an example of that lack of precision*

\ MR* MASTEOi Judge, I a© just

I going over my notes* X am at about the

end of my direct examination.

THE COURTi Xf you wish, we're

getting close to lunch, and if you want

to do it with the reservation o£ picking
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it up later| a@ you wish* X don't want

to foreclose your direct in any nay*

HE* MASTROi would Your Honor

entertain breaking for lunch at this

tine?

THE CO0R?i We ean do that, and

you can do it over the lunch hour.

ftfU HASTROi fee*

THE COURTt la that acceptable?

fUU VOGEH YGG,

TH2 COURTt Fine, let's pick

it up at about one-thirty. .

.• VOGELs Thank you, elr*

COURTS Fine*

( Luncheon recess*)
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MR, MASTROs Your Honor, X want to

go back to Atlas Sheet 25 which we

discussed earlier* Both Mr. vogel and X

had an opportunity to review the detail

of Atlas Sheet 25 * and X think some of

the objections to the earlier line of

questioning have now been removedr and

I111 direct a few other question© to

this particular issue.

BY KR* HAOTRO (CONTINUED)I

Q* fir* Dresdnerf at some time you appeared

at the Department of Community Affairs and examined

the Atlas relative to what you testified earlier* Is

that correct?

A* That's correct*

Q* Do you know approximately when you did

that?

A* It was October 10th of this year*

Q. And you indicated earlier that you

exanined Atlas Sheet No* 25 which showed* X believe

you said in much more detail, a delineation of the

growth area as it affect© Far Hills* particularly as
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it related to some of the physical features* Is that

correct?

At That13 correct*

Q* X believe you also testified that you

prepared a sketch or an outline of what you did see?

A* les* x traced the Information that X was

interested In on - - from AtXas Chect 25*

HR* VOGELi Can we have this marked

for identification which would then be

D-20?

CLERK OF TOE COURTS D-20*

MR, HASTHOi This would be

identified as S*D*G*P»* growth area of

Far Bills* from D*C*A* Atlas Sheet 25*

CLERK OF THE COURT l( D-20 /for

identification*

( D-20* a document* is marked for

identification*)

Dresdnor, looking at D-20 for

identification* essentially that shows what?

A» This shows, on a U,S,G«S. quadrangle* the

location of the growth area in relation to the

Borough of Far Hills. The specific shape and
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dimensions of the growth area were based on a tracing

that X ssade froia the Atlas^sheet -lJo¥ 25,

Z did was, I went to the Community of

Affairs and asked to BGQ Atlas Sheet Mo. 25* They

made it available to me, and with a piece of tracing

paper, I traced the outline of the growth corridor as

well ae the boundaries of Far Bills and several other

identifying features, Route 206# 202, as well a© the

Back in ©y office, using a pair of

proportional dividers, X transferred the information

from an one-inch to a one-mile scale, to. a one-inch

to two thousand (2,000) foot scale map, which 1© the

scale of the U«S»O«S« sheet, and developed this map

which is Exhibit Ho, 20, D-20.

Q, is sheet I3o* 25, as you saw it,

something comparable or different from the base map

which you used?

A* Hell, it was different but comparable to the

base map I am using here in detail* That Atlas Sheet

Ho* 25 showed settlements, showed the major water

resources as well as the major roads*

MR, VOGELt Z have some questions*

M U HASTROt All right, Z will

move to introduce it, and z believe Hr»
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Voejel has voir dire on my introduction*

ItJU VOCSSLi Thank you*
9 •

VOIR DIRE CRQSS-IXAiiSIIATlOli BY HR, VQGBU

Atlas Sheet

A# No, I

Q#

Community Af

A, That9

Q.

original map

WSB prepared

A» HO* t

and was in p

X was told,

Q.

in terms of

Sheet Ho* 25

observations

the process

Do you know who physically prepared

Mo, 25?

don't know who physically prepared

But it was in the Department of

fairs offices in Trenton?

s correct*

Do you know if there is anything on

which indicates when Atlas Sheet Ho

«%
?

he Atlas Sheet Ho* 25 is an undated

it*

the

• 25

map

reparation, according to the information

over a period of time*

Without referring to conversations*

what was on the cap, all right? Is

completed, or is it a document frost

or from your studies which is still

of evolving?

just

Atlas

your

in
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Atlas Sheet Ho* 25, to my view, is a
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And, insofar as the information that i© placed

on Altas Sheet Ho* 25, the boundaries of the growth

aroa, the limited growth area and the like, is

Q* Is there any indication that Atlas Sheet

Ho* 25 was in any way approved or formally adopted by

the Department of community Affairs?

A* No* There's no document that doe© that,

but the Department of Community Affaire has not

adopted any plan.

Q* They did adopt or approve the State

Development Guide Plan, did they not?

A* Well, it's a revised draft of the State

Development Guide Plan,

Q* And it is promulgated as the official

State Development Guide Plan, is it not?

A« Well, not by the Department of Community

Affaire* Zt is a revised plan of the Department of

Community Affairs*

Q. X show you exhibit P-33 in evidence.

The cover reads* "state Development Guide Plan, Hew

Jersey Department of Community Affair©"?

A* That's correct*
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Voir Dire Cross - Allen Dresdner 9'

Q. And there9® a picture of the seal of the

State of Mew Jersey, Division of State and Regional

Planning* By the way, isn't that a division of the

department of - - -

A* There is no State Division of Regional

Planning any more* There was in Kay, 1980, but this

was prepared after May, 1980* Hay, 1380 refers to

the revised draft plan, dated Kay, 1980*

The test is a duplicate of that draft plan,

and no action was taken on the revised draft plan

since May, 1980* This is a reproduction of that

revised draft plan*

Q* Do you recognize this as the official

State Development Guide Plan to which the Supreme

Court referred to in the Hount Laurel xx decision?

A* This would be the State Development Guide Plan

referred to by the Supreme Court, yen, sir*

Q* All right* What X1© trying to ascertain

is* that this Atlas Sheet 25, I am really trying to

learn about it* You have captloned it from th®

Department of Community Affairs* Correct?

A* Yes, that's correct*

Q* That caption, does that appear on the

actual Atlas Sheet 25?

A* no, it doesn't.
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Q. So there is no writing on it, no

caption, but it is physically located within the

offices of the Department of Community Affairs. IB

that what you are telling me?

A* Essentially, that's correct* It is common

Q* All right, 90 ahead*

A* That it was prepared by the Department of

Community Affairs, state Division of Regional

Q* But there is nothing on the map to

indicate when it was prepared?

A, Nothing on this Atlas Sheet* There are a

number of Atlas Sheets, and X did not look at all of

to see if any of them were dated, undated, or

some titles on it*

Q« Aren't some of them dated?

A* X didn't look at others* but X did look at 25.

Q. But you do know there are other Atlas

Sheets?

A* Yes, sir*

Q* ffhat is the word Atlas from?

A* That is the title that is used by the

department when X asked to see the detail sheets of

the State Development Guide Plan, and they ©aid we
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Voir Dice Cross ** Allen Dresdner 9:

would essentially refer you to Atlas sheet 25,

specifically for Far Hills.

Q* ¥oii don*t know what the word Atlas is,

like a volume of, or book of?

A* That may be* That96 their terminology*

Q. Atlas Sheet 25, does that focus upon

Somerset County? Zs that what ttap no. 25 is?

A* Hot all of somerset County nor only Somerset

County*

As X recall, there is a portion of norris

County and possibly Bunterdon County a© veil* But,

the majority of the sheet, as X recall, relates to

Somerset County*

Q* Does it correspond with that page 133 of

the State Development Guide Plan?

A* X know what 133 is*

Q. Xt includes what?

A* Xt Includes areas outside the county, and as X

recall, it does not include the entire county*

$• You are satisfied, from your visit to

the Department of Community Affairs, that there are

other maps down there that also cover this same area,

work maps, if I can call them that?

A* 8o* X believe that these maps ar© specific and

unique in that they represent a level of detail that
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that level of detail included in the State

Development Guide Plan, and, to ©yknowledge, are the

meet current, relatively, of the map© that preceded

the 1900 revised draft.

Q* X don't know if ©y question was clear or

if you understood it* X wanted to know whether there

are additional maps, work maps, whether seen by you

or not, that are at the Department of Community

Affairs that cover this same area?

A* X don't know* X was interested in this map*

Q« How did you know to ask for Atlas Sheet

23? Did you ask for it by number?

A* yes* X was familiar with another Atlas Sheet

Involved in another zoning situation* X called up to

find out which number, or which Atlas Sheet, included

Far Bills* X was told, and then X went back down and

asked specifically for this sheet*

0* Did you ask if there were any other map©

of this area?

A* HO, X didn't.

Q« Okay* How, just a few clarifications*

The scale of this map is, what did you say? One-inch

equals two thousand (2,000) feet, whereas the scale

of Atlas Sheet 23 is actually, one-inch equals a
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Voir Dire Cross - Allen Drecdner 101

A* that9® correct,

Q. And you transferred that scale and

sealed it out to the larger scale* X® that correct?

A* that's correct*

Q* Can you tell the Court how you did that?

A* Yes* As X had mentioned, X traced the

Information from the map at the Department of

Community Affairs, along with certain roads, rivers,

and boundaries so that X would have a good indication

of where this growth area line crossed these other

visible features*

those as guidelines as well as using - ~

Q* Escuse me* Just on that, did you pick

up the points of the southern portion of the

municipality and the northern portion of the

municipality?

A* The southern portion and Route 202 X picked

up* X did not pick up the southern portion* Did I

say the southern?

Q* Yes*

A* X picked up the northern portion and Route

202* not the southern portion* The southern portion

was difficult to read at that scale, and X did not

use the southern portion, but X did use, as X said,
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as the northern portion of the

102

Route 202i a@

Borough,

0* Excuse ©a one second*

X ara @ure you recall exhibit $-$?

A. Yes, z prepared it*

Q« Do you see the line that is the State

Development Guideline growth area line as prepared by

you on exhibit D*9, first of all, as roughly

comparable to the line on exhibit p-207

A* Z would consider it roughly comparable to the

line on D-20, although not coincident to the line on

There are some differences, particularly at

the extremities*

t X note that the line on D-20, as it

crosses the northern boundary of the municipality, X

am pointing to it now, so that Bis Honor can see it,

too • - -

A. Yes.

Q« - - - as compared to the growth area

line on the northern boundary of exhibit D~99 it

seems to be on D-20 closer to what we'll call the

thumb portion of the outline of Far Hill©?

A* That1e correct* The line on sheet Ko, 25,

down at the State, clearly went over the point where

the north Branch swung north in its path*
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Voir Dire Cross - Allan Dresdnar 103

Q« Where did you take ~ « ~

HE* VOGBlis Sour Honor, I know this

i© kind of general cross-examination,

but X am trying to verify the accuracy,

if X can stay on this, or I would pick

it up lator if you want*

THE COURTJ Pick it up on your

cross. Do you have any more questions

on the volr dire?

HR, VOGEL3 Not on the voir dire,

They just go to trying to compare it*

THE COURT! All right*

HfU VOGE&t Your Honor, for the

limited purposes of a ©as?, which is not

signed or anything else, that physically

exists there, I will not object to it

being put in evidence for whatever

it's worth*

THE COURTI All right, D-20.

CLERK OF THE COURTI D-20 in

( D~20 for identification, is

marked in evidence.)
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BY HE* HASTED (COHTXtlU&D) t

104

Q* Hr, Dresdner, would you look at D-20 and

compare it to P-26, particularly addressing the P«Q#

as shown on P-26*

TBS COUKTl P-26?

MR, HASTHOi X'm oorry, P-17,

THE COURTI All right,

Q, Did you get the question?

Yes,

Are you studying the matter?

Q* The question was, compare them and

indicate, if there i© a variation, where it la.

A# Well, as X mentioned with D-20, the line Is

similar but not coincident* Thediffereftcts between

_Dr20 and P-17 are alight, in sty opinion.

The orange line shown on P-17, i£ it were to

be realigned to more accurately show the line, to

accurately show the line on P-20, would be moved

further to the west to the point where the Korth

Branch takes its swing to the north.

Additionally* the orange line shown on P-17

would be moved somewhat further to the west on Route

202• Those were the two specific points that X
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measured from sheet I3o« 25*

The orange lino on P-17* where it crosses the

southern boundary of the Borough* le about the earns

as where the line on P-20 crosses the southern

boundary of the Borough,

The line, as it passes through the property in

question, would be moved further to the west and

therefore incorporate a smaller portion of the

property in question within the growth area*

Q. Did P-20 identify a railroad station?

A* Yes, P~20 identifies a railroad station. This

was taken specifically from sheet Ho* 25 which showed

the railroad station to the east of the growth area

and therefore outside of the growth area*

X might add that the boundary line on sheet

Ho. 25 measures a width of perhaps five hundred (500)

feet, so the boundary line, when drawn on the ground,

would be of a five hundred (500) foot width which is

the railroad station was shown immediately

adjacent and to the east of this five hundred (500)

foot wide line*

Q# l@ the width of the line on 0*20 to

scale?

A* Yee, it is* Zt 1© to scale* It is
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approximately, it is a quartet of an inch line which

in seals to a 32 inch line on Atlas Sheet NO. 25,

CU Sit down, tir* Dresdner* Z had one other

Bow many drafts were there of the State

Development Guide Plan?

A* Well, there were two drafts printed that I1 in

aware of* One was the 1977 draft* The second was

the 1980 revised draft*

There was also a brochure that was distributed

immediately after the 1077 draft which, frankly, told

in less detail what the 1977 draft presented*

Q* To the best of your recollection, was

the 206 corridor shown on a map that wa© part of the

1977 draft of the State Development Guide Plan?

A* f?o, the 206 corridor was not included in the

1977 draft plan*

Q* And somewhere in between 1977 and 1980 -

- is it, or '81?

A* 1980*

Q # - - - the 206 corridor growth area did

appear?

A* That is correct*

HA* HA8*A0i' I think that's all I

have. Your Honor, of fir. Drcedner,
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THE COURTt Anything further?

HR. HASTEOs That's all.

THE CbURTt All right,

cross-examine.

107

CROSS-EXAMINATION Bt MR. VOGELt

Q. The State Development Guide Plan does

Indicate that there were many meetings with county

and municipal officials for the development of the

1980 draft of that plan, isn't that so?

A* That's correct.

Q» So that the change in the 206 corridor

from 1977 to 1980 certainly must have followed the

many meetings with the county and local officials.

Wouldn't you conclude that?

Yesf I agree. The development of that 206

corridor was the result of public meeting©* X don't

know whether they were public hearings, but surely

meetings with county officials. X don't know to what
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extent local officials participated in those

103

Q. kefs go back to D-20* I would like to

try to sero in, if we can, on where that line from

exhibit D-20 would pass through the premises in

question, as shown on D-17, and if we can take a

different color marker, different from red, black, or

orange^ and perhaps blue or green* Let's put these

side by side*

Can you, without the aid of a magnifying

glass, although we can get one, fir* Oresdner, pick up

the streets in Far Bills Village on D-20?

A* Oh, yes, X can stake out the streets on D-20*

Q* And can you pick up this first street

here at the southern end of the Village, that is, the

closest internal street to 202? It looks like Demun

Place?

A* Yes, Doraun Place*

Q* Can you locate that on D-20?

A* Yes*

Q. All right* Can you locate where your

growth area line goes through Deraun Place?

A* Yes?

A* It would go through Demun Place, to the west

of Dumont Road, approximately where I've noted the
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purple line*

G* tie could debate th

blue, blue or purple?

A, Blue.

Q* How, Dumont Road a

dner 109

e color, but it may be

Iso runs parallel to

Demun Place* Can you locate Dunont Road on D-20?

A* Yes, I can*

Q* And can you locate

through, that is, let's see, at

the line?

A« Westerly*

Q* Can you indicate w

of the growth area line bisects

A* Yes* It crosses Dumont

Dumont Road turns south* It ap

little bit to the west of that

Road turns from an east-west ro

road for a matter of two blocks

Q. How, by extending

those two points and extending

would you say that you would ge

accurate representation of the

western side of the growth area

D-20?

where the line goes

the easterly edge of

here the westerly edge

Dumont Road?

Road just about where

pears to cross just a

point where Dumont

ad to a north-south

•

that line, taking

it through the P.O.,

t a reasonably

western end, or the

line, as shown on

A« Ye®, it would be reasonably accurate*
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0. Could you draw that through the P.O.?

All right* that98 the vectorly side of the line*

transferred from D-20 to P-17.

How about the easterly side of the line?

A« Well, the easterly side o£ the line would be

to the east and approximately five hundred (500) feet

of the east of this line, If this line were accurate*

Q. Do we have a scale?

A* Well, here is the scale - - her© is one-inch

equals four hundred (400) feet. The easterly portion

of the line would be parallel to that and

approximately five hundred (500) feet away.

Q. All right. And could you put a dashed

line somewhere down the middle, between th® easterly

and the westerly line, dash and dot? Good. Fine.

Now, does that now represent, referring to

exhibit P-17 with the blue dash and dot line and the

blue solid lines, fairly and reasonably the growth

area line as it is depicted on exhibit D-20 and,

indeed, on Atlas Sheet 25 down at the Department of

Community Affairs?

A* Yea* As I had mentioned earlier, there were

not substantive differences between the lines on any

of the maps.

Q. So that there Is no question that we are
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still left with a growth area lino from the

Department of Community Affairs, vniether the ©mail

!>«C«A» booklet map, or the saap in the Supreme Court

or whether we are dealing with the enlargecLjaap

known as Atlas Sheet 25, and that $rowt& area line

biaects the P#Q. ln .the

A# Somewhere roughly in the niddle, either a

little on one side orf in my view, a little on the

short side,

Q. And if you took the (Unman P-32

photographic enlargement of the State Development

Guide Plan, and with the tled~in road©, that would be

a little bit to the right of the middler the line, a®

depicted on that map. l& that so?

JU That's correct*

0* And if you took the exhibit P-17 and

took the orange line, that would also be slightly to

the right of the @lddle» Perhaps eixty percent is in

the growth area?

JW Yes* These lines all have a couple of things

in common* They are imprecise.

Qv They are what?

A* Imprecise, and they do not follow traditional

boundary lines for municipal level planning*
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Q» If we look at your exhibit D-9 - - by

the way, you prepared exhibit D-9 yourself, did you

not?

A* Well, it was prepared by my staff under my

direction*

HR« HASTKOt Your Honor, before

Hr. Vogel poses another question, I

think it should be clear that the lines

delineated on P-17 were done without a

straight edge or a ruler*

TBE COURTI Yos.

Q» And where did you get the information

which formed the basis of the development of exhibit

0-9?

A. Well, the base map itself came from the

Borough* The green areas, the undeveloped land - - •

0* Excuse me, X had zeroed in on it. I am

really talking about the growth area line as it goes

through Par Hills, and particularly the P#Q*

A. Well, the growth area line came from my

draftsman's interpretation, based on my supervision,

judgment of where those lines crossed the northern

boundary, the southern boundary, and Route 202.

Three points were selected, and the line was drawn

accordingly*
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Q. And you would agree that your growth

area line on D-9 is substantially similar to the

location of the growth area lino on P-17 as developed

by Mr* Ginraan?

&• ¥esf I think we both agree that the line is

substantially the same*

Q* So that with respect to your knowledge

location of the growth area line relative to

..«# ia it not̂^ t r u @ _ ^ a t ^ v ^ y ^ ^ j 3 ^ exhibit

that you have seen, e^Qt^ docun^J^t^tyoix have

seen, every document that you have prepared for this

seen in evidence

the conclusion that the growth area line in fact

bisects through eoGewhere_around the middle of the

P.Q?

TBB COURTi Zt intersects it.

;• VOGELs It intersects*

&• My exhibits show that when the State

Development Guide Flan's conceptual growth area line

is transferred in a precise manner from the state

Development Guide Plan to a larger scale map* the

line passes through the Borough of Far Hills as well

as through the property in question*

Q. And that conclusion wa© not altered by

your review of other data at the Department o£
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Community Affairs, including sheet Ho* 25, &tla®

Shoot No. 25?

A* That's correct. Other conclusions %/er©

strengthened in my mind, but in answer specifically

to your question, yos.

TBS COURTi Have you finished your

orose?

tfR» VOGELl Mo, just where the

line 1® on all those other maps* Your

Honor#

Q. Hr# Dresdner, do you agree, and did I

understand you to cay, that the state Development

growth line is a reasonable line for the purposes of

the plan?

A« That's correct,

Q* And, if z recall, you indicated that the

purposes of the plan were limited to where the state

would spend its resources, its funds for capital

improvements?

A. It's - - •

Q* is that correct, or is it stated too

narrowly?

A* Zt's essentially an advocate, and I will quote

from the Development Guide Plan XXi "it is

essentially an advocacy plan for the preservation and
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efficient use for the states9 phyolcal resources. It

Sanctions by recommending where growth-inducing

investments should and should not be made, so that

these resources are used efficiently to achieve

fundamental state-wide goals*"

Q» Does the plan have a focus beyond the

simple notion of where the State is going to spend

it© dollars for capital improvements?

A, That is its central focus. X don't consider

it a simple focus in that the State had been plagued

for years as to how to spend its limited resources to

gain maximum benefits for the residents of the state*

This ia one of several meane by which they had

hoped to get a handle on determining where State

investment funds should go*

So, very clearly in my mind, and X think also

as presented In the preface of the State Development

Guide Plan, its Intent was to provide direction for

the spending or non-spending of growth-inducing

Q# fake a look at the third paragraph under

Roman numeral, "little i"#

First of all, the title of that page is "need

For a State Plan", and X ask you to read, and it's

really two sentences, the whole third paragraph.
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Please read that out loud*

A* ¥es* "Both positive and negative consequence©

have resulted from this dispersion of development in

New Jersey* Zt ha© afforded many people a desired

lifestyle, yet it has also brought about a number of

problems, an inefficient ©ode of transportation, a

pattern of disinvestment and decline in the central

cities, the encroachment on natural areas, and the

reduction of productive farmland, and the wasteful

and expensive duplication of public facilities and

«

Q* Would you ©ay that, based upon that

paragraph, that the need for, the identified need

for, the State Development Guide Plan as set forth in

the plan is beyond simply a planning device to

determine where the State should spend its dollars?

&• Ho* X believe that the essential function of

the State plan was to provide input for other state

agencies in terms of them spending state funds for

either a development or conservation*

This plan sets forth areas where investment

should not occur, not so much to negatively restrict

development, but rather to preserve the existing

conditions, witness, the agricultural lands*

Q* 2s the plan concerned with the
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dispersion of development in Eew Jersey?

The first sentence of that paragraph, doe® it

not say that the plan is concerned with the

dispersion of development In Hen Jersey?

Ik* It 1® concerned with the dispersion of

development in Hew Jersey*

Q# Let me ask you a question about that*

Is that a reference to capital improvements, like

sewer line© and roadsf or is it referring to the

dispersion of development* that is, where people live

in Uew Jersey? Sow do you interpret that sentence?

A* X would interpret that sentence as relating to

the costs of the suburban development in Hew Jersey,

the scatteratlon of urban development which has

occurred since the post world War XI years.

Q* And is the only concern about the

physical facilities? There is no concern about where

people live?

ft* The concern is the costs of a pattern of

development that has occurred in the state since

World war XX,

Q* That's your interpretation of the

meaning of that sentence. Is that correct?

A* Oh, yes* Xt would follow, my meaning would

follow through in the next page Where it mentions,
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"the central thrust of this plan is to identify areas

for state investment" or state non~investra©nt**

Q* Hr* Dresdner, let m® ask you this, The

nesit sentence says/ "It has afforded many people a

desired lifestyle*11 Does not that sentence focus

upon the lifestyle of people in our state and where

they live?

&« tesf it does* I don't see what is pertinent

about the sentence, thought Insofar as conflicting

with what S've said*

Q* Do you believe that the sentence that

talks about a decline in the central cities reflects

a concern about where people live?

A* Ho* I think in the contest of this reportf it

represents a concern of the tremendous cost of

maintaining an infrastructure in an area where the

ability to maintain that Infrastructure is reduced

annually as a result of out-@igratlon*

The concern in this report is relating to the

infrastructure costs, either the maintenance of those

costs in central city areas, or the extension of

those costs into suburban areas*

Q* Do you think that the next clause which

states* "The encroachment on natural areas", is

referring to the encroachment of development, that
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i&$ housing encroachment of housing areas as

distinguished fro® sewer lines and roads?

&• I am not sure what that sentence means other

than the cost of extending public facilities into

areas that are currently not served at the cost of

bypassing* leap-frogging, closer in ace«t© which are

vacant, undeveloped, and developable*

Q, How about the next clauses "And the

reduction of productive farm land** Z@ it your view

that those words refer to the reduction of productive

farm land as a result of urban sprawl, housing

developments put ail over the suburban areas of our

stateff or does that refer to the reduction in

productive farm land as a result of capital

improvements like sewer lines running through fans

A. Clearly, the latter* Uhet the state is

concerned here with is the funding of improvements,

whether they be roads or sewers, which will tend to

displace agricultural development.

Q. How, Mr* Dresdner, the nest clause

following, and it has a comma, and then it ©ay®, "and

the wasteful and expensive duplication of public

facilities and services." That does refer to ©ewer

and water systems, correct?
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Q* And it is your view and Interpretation

of that paragraph that that last clause about the

wasteful and duplication of public facilities

modifies all of the other purposes set forth in that

single paragraph?

At It incorporates what was said before* It is

my Interpretation that this paragraph relates to, in

terms of costs, public cost®, that have resulted in

the unorganised and uncoordinated extension of public

facilities supported and funded primarily by public

monies*

Q* Good* X understood your answer*

le there a difference in your mind between a

capital improvement, the phrase "capital

improvements" versus the phrase, "long term

development", or "development"?

A* Yes*

HR* HASTEOt Can the question be

clarified a bit? X don't quite

understand the contest*

HE* VOGELf Why don't X read this

to you?

TfiS COURTi Al l r i g h t , rephrase

it.
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0# Referring to K*J*S*A»13t1B-15.52

entitled* "Powers and Duties Performed Through

Division of State and Regional Planning**

Z read to your and there are a number of the©

listed for that Division of Regional Planning of the

State of Hew Jersey* and I read to you Ho* 2* and

that reads as followsi "Preparing and maintaining a

Comprehensive Guide Plan and Long Term Development

and Capital Improvement Program for the future

improvement and development of the state**

Bow* the term "Capital Improvement** what does

that refer to in your ©ind? What is a capital

A* Capital improvements are those facilities

which are designed* at least in the public sphere* to

provide certain public services over a long period of

tl&e* usually five to twenty years* without

Q* And "Long Term Development Comprehensive

Guide Plan* ~ - sorry* "Preparing and Maintaining a

Comprehensive Guide Plan and Long Term Development

and Capital Improvement Program** what does long

term "development" mean?

A* Long term development is not a terra of art as

Capital Improvement Program would bo defined as a
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of art* Long term development in

refer to land use activities that

occur - - that occur over a period

occur in the future*

122

this context

occur, or

of time, or

Q« Andy in fact, isn*t it true that the

Division of State and Regional Planning

involved with land use analysis and Ian

devel

A*

they

siaste

Guide

is indeed

d use

opaent programs in the State of Mew Jersey?

Yes* they analyse land development trends,

make studies of soning ordinances*

r. plans, and have prepared a State

Plan*

Q* Does the Far Hills Master

you faalliar with the Far Bills Master

A*

recog

A*

Yes, I m.

UK* VOGELc Let me ©e

Q* X show you J-6 and ask you

nize this document?

Yee, sir, I do* It's the Master

Borough of Far Bills*

part

A*

pubii

Q* All right* Does J-6 refer

studies of

Development

Plan - - are

Plan?

e J-6*

if you

Plan for the

to, in any

thereof* the State Development Guide Plan?

Z don't recall whether it does*

shed in 1977*

Q* Or any draft thereof?

It was
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A* There's reference mad® to the state

Development Guide Plan or Guide Plan* as it1® called

hero, in Section $ of the Master Plan*

Qt And what i© the reference?

A* The reference roads, "it may or may not be

consistent with the (a© yet not formulated) Guide

Plan of the New Jersey Department of Urban Affairs*"

Q# It refers and says that the Haster Guide

Plan may or ©ay not be consistent with lt# the Master

Guide Plan, because in 1977 the final draft of the

State Development Guide Plan had not yet been

A* And perhaps the original draft had not yet

been available to the Planning Board at the time*

Q* It does refer to other planning

documents, does it not?

A* Yes, sir*

Q* And what are those other planning

documents? What are the other planning documents

that the Par Hills ftaster Plan recognizes

specifically?

A* The Somerset County Master Plan and the

Tri-State Regional Planning Commissionfs Development

Plan*

0* So that the Far Hills Raster Plan itself
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refers to three other planning documents as

significant in terms of its own, the development of

its own plan, correct?

&« Yes, and that*© good planning practice to

assure that you are compatible with what i© occurring

in the adjacent communities and the region*

Q« And what does it say about the County

Master Plan and the Tri-State Regional Plan?

At It says that it is compatible with the rural

settlement use plan by surrounding municipalities,

for lands adjacent*

Q» Head the test?

JU Perhaps it's best. "This Master Plan of Far

Bills is compatible with the rural settlement use

plan by surrounding municipalities for lands adjacent

to far Bills, with the Somerset County Master Plan,

and with the Guide Plan of the Tri-Stato Regional

Planning Commission*•

Q« Taking the Somerset County Master Plan

and referring to your exhibit D-9, i® the delineation

of the enlarged Village neighborhood shown on exhibit

>, sir, it is*

Q« And is that the area - - well, you

describe it*
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A. It's the area that has the dotted gray ton® to

itf and it is surrounded or bounded by the dashed

black line, within which is the gray ton© pattern.

Q. Is the property in question, that is,

owned by plaintiffs, within tho Village neighborhood

as shown on the County (taster Plan?

A. Zt is within that area.

Q. Do you recall the densities recommended

in the County Master Plan for the Village

neighborhood?

A« As X recall, what was it - - lour to eight

units per acre?

0# Do you recall five to fifteen units per

acre?

A* Siof X don't recall five to fifteen, but that

may be due to a lack of recollection*

MR. MASTROi Your Honor, this is

way beyond direct. X don't recall

addressing these issues. Bom® latitude

of course, is necessary to Hr. Vogel,

but X think this goes beyond that

latitude.

HH. VOGELJ We are just trying to

test the notion as to whether it's

reasonable to include the enlarged
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village and the P,Q, in the growth area

in the State Development Guide Flan*

TOE COURT* I'll permit it,

m. VOGELi for higher density

housing,

Q, I show you what is a copy of J-ll. I

don't think it is the official J-il, but I111 chow

you page 46 of the County naster Plan and point out

to you the Riddle paragraph in the left hand column,

particularly the last sentence,

A* "Density is also dependent on the amount of

open space preserved, but the compact areas of

development may well approximate five to fifteen

families per acre, and the sise of the Village may

vary ultimately from one to ten thousand (10,000)

persons,*

THS COURTi What is the page

number?

TBS WITNESS I Page 46,

THE COURTt That has to do with

villages generally, doesn*t it?

TOE WITNESSt Yes, sir,

Q, And do you recall that the village

neighborhoods in the Somerset County Master Plan, in

fact. Include, among others, the Far Hill® Village?
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, that would be one of the Village

127

Q, All right* And can you toll me, Me.

the Far Bill® Raster Plan, which refers to

the Somerset County Master Plan and suggests some

compatibility with that plan* whether or not the Far

Illls faster Flan recommends an enlargement ot th©

Village neighborhood?

A* Ro, Quite the reverse* The Far Hills Master

flan recommends the retention of the historic and

traditional boundaries of the Village or the

neighborhood for a number of good reasons that are

generally listed,

Q« So, to the extent that the Far Rill®

faster Plan does not recommend an enlargement of the

existing Village, it is inconsistent with the

recommendations of the Somerset County Master Plan?

A# Ho, In my opinion, they are not inconsistent

in that there are a number of characteristics of

villages which are described in the Somerset County

Master Plan, one of which relates to density and/or

population.

There are other characteristic© that are also

Important in defining and retaining the character of

the Village. They relate to the boundary, they
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relate to the natural boundaries, the sense of

enclosure* the traditional and historic totu of the .

Village*

These are also important to retaining the

character of the Village* and more Important than

increasing the else of the Village, because the

increase can lead to the destruction of that very

strong character of the Village•

For that reason, I think the Somerset County -

- rather, the Borough llaeter Flan is very compatible

with the County*s Master Plan in that it is directed

towards retaining that village sense which, in the

Somerset County Master Plan, was deeded to be very,

very important.

Q« Hr» Dreodner, perhaps X didn't focus in

as sharply as X wanted to when X suggested or asked

you whether or not there was compatibility between

the County Master Plan and the Municipal Mastor Plan

at this point.

X was talking about the else of the Village as

depicted on the Somerset County Master Plan versus

the Far Bills Master Plan.

Are they compatible with respect - - or is the

size of the Village in the Municipal raster Plan as

in the County Master Plan?
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A. there is a difference in boundaries, but; keep

in aind in the Somerset - - -

Q» Let1a try to determine whether the size

is the same or different, all eight?

A* The area incorporated within the county's

village residential area is greater than the area of

the village of par gills.

Q* All right* And is it not so that the

growth area of the State Development Guide Flan also

encompasses a larger area of growth to the extent

that it surrounds the Village, a larger area than the

Village Itself?

A* it includes a portion of the Village, a

portion of the Borough that is greater than the

Village. But, as X have pointed out - - -

Q* Walt a ©inute*

MR. HASTROi X think the witness

should finish his answer*

THE COURTt Let him finish his

answer* Have you finished your answer?

THE WITNESSi X wanted to add

that the lines as shown on the State

Development Guide Plan and the Somerset

County Master Plan are still general

lines*
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They are, in fact, in conflict

with each other* It one were to carry

the question further, are they

compatible with each other, I think we

would come to the same conclusion, that

they are not coincident and represent

different forms*

Where on the Municipal Master Plan in

the higher density housing, which is

in the R-5 and R-9 zone© of the Village,

there vacant land for development of Hount

type housing?

Within the Village, there are limited areas

that are vacant and developable* That is the nature

of a Village, generally, whether it be in Somerset

County

A*

A*

recall

other

Hount

or

0.

¥e

Q.

Pe

my

the State of Kew Jersey*

Are you talking about isolated lots?

s, isolated lots*

How many are there?

rhaps, at most, a half dosen, I don't

previous testimony to that, but there are

resources in the Village which can be used for

Laurel type housing*

Q*

what you*

Just talking about maps, all right? So

re saying is that the Municipal Master Plan
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Q* Would you not agree that the County

Master Plan encompasses a geographically larger area,

and its express purpose of that larger area is for

expansion of the Village neighborhood?

A* When it speaks ol expansion of the Village

neighborhood! it is speaking generally of all

villages and not specifically of any single village.

Q* Fine* X understand what you1re saying*

Does the map delineate the Haster Plan, county Master

Plan Hap* delineate the Village?

&* It delineates an area that is identified as

Village residential* Zt includes the Village of Far

Hills as well as an area beyond the boundaries of the

Q* Has D~§ fairly represented that area as

you described before?

A* Having prepared D-9, Z would say yes, it

accurately describes that*

0* Zs it fair to say that the Village area

on D~$# the Village neighborhood area, is

unquestionably an enlargement in geographic term© of

the existing Far Hillc Village, for whatever density
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the Village neighborhood 1B expressed to be in the

County flaster Plan?

A* As shown on that map and as shown on the

Soaereet County map, yes* it does.

Q. With respect to the growth area in the

State Development Guide Plan, to the estent that the

growth area goes through Far Bills and is in the

neighborhood or vicinity of the Village* X want to

ask you the same question* Does the growth area

encompass a larger area than the Village itself?

A. The concept line, as Z testified before, of

the State Development Guide Plan growth area doesn't

encompass an area than the historic or Village

itself.

Q« In a general concept way, would you say

that both the State Development Guide Plan and the

Somerset County Master Plan, in their general

recommendations, are compatible in the sense that

they both call for an enlargement of the Village

neighborhood for growth purposes?

A* Ho, X couldn't make that comparison for the

Borough of far Bills in that the State Development

THE COURTt Clarify the question*

I am sorry to interrupt you.
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Q* I am not asking you to make a comparison

for the Borough of Far Hills* X am asking you to

look objectively at the documents in question and the

imps in question, namely the State Development Guide

Flan and the Somerset County Master Flan*

&« Ho, because you are asking for a level of

precision from the State Development Guide Flan as it

applies to Far Hills, and that X cannot make*

X am absolutely convinced that the

transference of this very general. Imprecise line to

the more detailed, larger-scaled Borough map, is

improper in terms of the purposes for which this line

was originally drawn*

Q* Why did you prepare exhibit D-9 if you

thought it was improper to put it on a larger scale

A* That was merely part of the background of ray

argument* X felt it important to show that one, X

was aware of the State Development Guide Flan as well

as the Somerset County Waster Flan*

Two, that the two plan© were incompatible with

each other* Three, that the two plane which purport

to show growth areas, in fact show areas that arc

very-stable, and with the exception o£ on® property

have no probable growth potential*
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Q* The one property being the P.Q.?

A. That's correct. The property is located at

the very edge of these two imprecise lines*

Q* So, if X understand you, what you're

saying is both the Somerset County Master Plan and

the State Development Guide Plan are unreasonable

with respect to the Far Bills Village neighborhood to

the extent that they call for the enlargement, where

they do call for the enlargement?

A* What I am saying is - - -

Q. Can you answer that question? Do you

think the Somerset County Master Plan is unreasonable

in terms of its delineation of a large village

neighborhood,

A« If I can answer my way*

Q, Focus on the Somerset County Master

Plan, whether or not it is reasonable in that regard*

A« I would answer that by saying, the Village of

Far Hills, the Borough of Far Hills Master Plan, as

it relates to the Village section, is in compliance,

substantial compliance with the Somerset County

Master Plan and the State Development Guide Plan to

the extent that the State Development Guide Plan is

used to identify areas which are growth areas, and

similarly to the extent that the Somerset County
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Master H a n is used to Identify areas that are growth

areas in the Borough of Far Bills*

X would say that they are unreasonable

because, with the exception of one property within

both growth areas, there is virtually no potential

for growth, and indeed in the past twenty or thirty

years has been no growth*

Therefore, in answer to your question* X would

say those two lines are unreasonable and arbitrary

when related to the Borough, because they follow no

natural and historic boundaries, and they incorporate

areas that are not growth areas*

Q« X understood your answer* And you have

repeatedly said something* and I'n pleased to observe

something that Mr* Gimaan has likewise said, and that

ie, that there is an exception to all this general

commentary about the difficulties of development of

properties in the enlarged village neighborhood, but

you have said the F*Q*, it's physical attributes are

such that development could take place, Mount Laurel

type XX development?

A* X don't think X mentioned Hount Laurel XX*

Q* Higher density* That's a fair

qualifier*

THE COURT» He didn't mind
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sitting on the wagon, but he hasn't been

whipping the horse*

G* How, would you say that to the extent

that there is an area for enlargement of the village,

that it is reasonable to have included the P»Q» in

that enlarged Village neighborhood, because that is

the only piece, that all the planners in this case

have agreed, that it is appropriate tot higher

density development, physically appropriate, suitable

for higher density development?

MR* MASTROi Hay I have that

question read back?

THE COURTt Do you %mnt it read

back?

HR* KASTROl Hay 2?

THE COURTt Please read the

question*

( The question is read back*)

HR* HASTROt Can you rephrase

that?

IIIU VOGELt Ho* X got it all in

there*

A. Weil, there are several questions that 2 would

have to address myself to. First, as I have made - -

the point Z have made over and over again * - I do
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not think that expanding the Village of Far Hill©

across the railroad line would serve to carry out the

purposes and the objectives of the County Haeter

Plan,

In fact, X think it would be contrary to th©

County Master Plan's objective of retaining the

numerous Village characters that are so important to

the county itself* X think it would have a

devastating effect upon the character of the Village,

so in that case I would think it would be adverse to

the objective of the County Haster Plan.

With that background, I would then logically

follow and say that there is no basis for expanding

the Village boundaries• There may be a basis, and

there would be a basis for increasing densities

within the Village, to the extent that sewer capacity

could support it, but Z do consider the Village

boundaries extremely important to retaining the

character of that Village and ail of its benefits,

not only to the community itself, but to the

surrounding communities as an area where the most

inexpensive housing in this four, five community area

can be found,

Q. There is a third planning document to

which th® Far Bills Master Plan ©ak@® reference, and
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that is the Tri-State Regional Flan* First of all

- - well, why don't I get that before you, to he fair

about it«

ME* KASTROs Can we take five,

Your Honor?

THE COURTi Of course*

( Short recees.)

BIT HR# VOGEL J

Q. Before we had the break, we were looking

for the Trl-state Regional Plan, P-13. Are you

familiar with that document?

A« Yos, X am*

Q* And that ie identified && one of the

plans, one of the planning documents to which the Far

Sills ttaeter Plan refer@f correct?

A* That's correct*

Q9 Referring to the aap which is within

exhibit P-13, doe® that map delineate growth areas,

that io, areas of higher residential density?

At Yes*

Q» With a certain color?

A* Yee, it shows three residential density ranges

on a square aila basis,

Q. Incidentally, in what kind of grid or
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pattern are these colors laid out on the map?

A* They are laid out on a square mile grid, or a

square mile cell, that i@ related to the mapping

system for this area*

Q* You referred to that previously in

comparing the State Development Guide flan map with

an overlay of the Tri-State Regional Hap, did you

not?

A* X don't recall having - -, recently, yes* In

other words, today?

Q* Yes, today in your testimony*

A* X thought you were referring to the previous

testimony* Yes, from the State Development Guide

Q* So that the State Development Guide Plan

Itself makes reference to the Tri-State Regional

Development Guide Hap?

A* Yes* it uses it in this particular case as an

example of the extent to which the State Development

Guide Plan conforms or does not conform with the

Tri-Stato Regional Development Plan*

Q* Is it your understanding that the

pattern, the one square mile grid laid out on the

Tri-State Regional Guide Hap, was developed through

the use of computers?
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that1s correct.

And* therefore, th® square pattern was

result of the computer'e way of putting

ation out?

The Tri-State Regional Planning

at that time, eubecquently the Tri-State,

the Tri-State Transportation Commission,

oubeequently the Tri-State Regional Planning

Commission,

developed a

geographic

management

mile cell,

It V

information

a municipal

Q»

Tri-State n

A, ¥G0,

and now the Metropolitan Transit Council

square mile grid as the basic cell in its

information systemSf or geographic

oyotems, and within that gritl, within that

they placed a variety of information.

ae a convenient way to store and retrieve

on a geographic, rather than a political,

bounded area*

Are major road system© delineated on the

ap?

major road and rail system© aa well as

county boundaries are shown on the baa® map*

Q.

A. Ho.

Q.

A. Yes,

I® Route 202 shown on the Tri-State nap?

Is the railroad shown on the map?

the railroad is shown on the map, th©

Erie Lackawanna and other railroad® are shown on the
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0* Can you locate on the map the center oi

Par Hills by reference to the railroad and any road

&• Yes* X can*

Q« And can you depict the color of the Far

Sills Village as indicated on that map?

t* I can*

Q« And it is what?

A.

Q. What is the designation of yellow? tthat

does that color represent from the legend?

Two to six point nine units per acre net, per

net acre

nine*

COURTt Six to nine?

TilR WITNESS: Two to s i s point

THE COURTi Thank you.

Q9 And the yellow square, can you just

point to that with your finger*

( Indicating.)

Q» Is there a little red circle within that

yellow area also delineated there?

At Yes* there ls«

Q* And what does that circle indicate?
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Area center*

Q» So, the Par Bills Village is yellow

142

color-coded and also designatedan area center on the

Tri-State Regional Hap* is that correct?

A# That*a correct*

"• Q# Right?

A* Yes*

Q» By the way, what is that road very close

to the Village but not bisecting the railroad tracks?

A* I don't know what that road is» X noticed itf

and ani not able to Identify it, because it is located

south of the railroad, and X9ra just not familiar with

that road*

Q. Is the yellow area, that is, that you've

identified as the Far Bills Village area, does it

look like one square, or does it look like more than

one square? x will point out, by contrast, this

square*

A* It looks like more than one square*

Q* And each square, as you ©aid, represents

a square mile, correct?

A* That's correct*

0* Would you say that the blocks in yellow

around the far Hills Village center are larger than

the 'historic Village* as you have referred to it?
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It's very difficult to tail at this scale, hut

d minimum dimension of one-mile, at least in one

or two dimensions it would include, again

conceptually, an area that is greater than the

Village* Where that area is, I couldn't tell.

Q« You could just see the little circle in

the middle saying •center* and the railroad track

going through it, right?

&• ¥es# it1® a symbol,

Q# To the extent that you have already

testified to your opinion that the State Development

0ulde Flan growth area £or Far Bills eneoapasslng an

area larger than the Village is unreasonable, and to

the extent that you reach the same conclusion with

respect to the Somerset County Master Plan map, do

you have the same opinion with respect to the

$rl«8tate Regional Map to the extent that it

encompasses an area larger than the historic Village?

with th©

Tri-Stat© Map as I have with the State Development

Guide Plan in that they are both conceptual* The

Tri-Stato Kap to an even greater extent than the

State Development Guide Plan, because within each one

of its cells, particularly along^~- in the rural

areas, it includes a variety of densities and a
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variety of land use

What it does, it represent® in a conceptual

©aimer a suburban, or low-dons!ty type of development

that ie occurring within an area that is very

lowdenslty*

Q* Don't all three of the planning

documents fairly call for an enlargement of the

Village neighborhood with higher density housing in

that enlarged Village neighborhood than exists in the

zoning surrounding the Village?

JU tfellf Z view all three documents as calling*

first and foremost, for a low-density, indeed rural

borough* Each are very clear in that area*

0* I am not talking about the Borough in

its totality* X a© talking only of thin area around

the historic Village*

A* X understand that* Insofar as the Village is

concernedf which is a small portion of the Borough

THE COUHTi Let me interrupt*

Where do we get to historic Village?

m u VOGELi Xt was fir, Dresdner's

term* X believe that is what he calls

the existing built-up area of the

• That ID his term*
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gotten that from the

County Master Flan* I don't know.

THE itlTHESSt That is one of the

adjectives the County Master Plan uses

for Its villages*

THE COURTt

MB. VOGELl

THE COURT1

suggest that Hash

Village?

IIR* VOGELl

n jot fM M £h

sense*

THE COURTI

TUE WITNESS

flushed toilets*

THE COURTt

It's been there?

Zt9s been there*

no one is going to

ington slept in the

In a historic

That's one place we

t They didn't have

There were very few

places in Somerset County that did.

ostensibly*

f?R* VOGELl Z don't know if the

four hundred (400) mansions had flushed

toilets*

THE COURTI

wide enough for a

A* In my opinion, each pia

Maybe th© river was

barge* Go on*

n identifies the
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Village as a built-up area in the Borough of far

fiillSt That built-up area in each plan has different

dimensions* The shape and dimensions of that

built-up area, as in each of the three flans, as it

relates to the Village of Far Bills* is a function of

the purpose of those plans, and not a function of the

plan for the Borough of Far Hills, or indeed for the

area around the Borough of Far Hills, except insofar

as the County Master Plan addresses the issue.

Surely the State Development Guide Plan and

the Tri-State Regional Plan do not address the issue*

Q« Hr* Dresdnerf these three plans ail

differ with your notion of where growth should occur

with respect to the Far Hills village*

Isn't it so that they all call for a

geographic enlargement of the Village for higher

density housing, whereas you say the Village should

stay geographically where it is and whatever growth

that occurs in the existing "historic Village"?

A* Yes, that is what I claim, and X relate that

to the objectives of the County ttaster Plan*

Q* I think you have explained that* I want

to sake sure we are all on the same wavelength, even

though we disagree* I want to understand your

position*
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Xs there any other planning document which the

Far Bills Master Plan identifies as its source, or

reference* or important planning document to which it

refers, 'other than the three we've mentioned?

A* Well, the communities surrounding Far Hills*

Q. Regional planning document?

A, No, those are the three that are noted in the

plan*

Q. Is there any other regional planning

document that you know of, Mr* Dresdner, that

supports your position as distinguished from the

positions of the County Master Plan, the State

Development Guide Plan, the Tri-State Regional Plan

relative to the enlargement of the Village?

A. Well, frankly, X think that the County Master

Plan and the State Development Guide Plan do support

my position.

Q. Except the maps, right? You don't think

the maps support your position, do you?

A. Weil, as X mentioned, the maps are drawn at a

scale which is imprecise for the use at the local

level, so X would go to the text, the objectives of

the documents, and adjust these imprecise regional

type boundaries to a more detailed local map.

Q. I don't want to go around the bush
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again, but when we talk about imprecise lines,

there's certainly no doubt that the County Master

Flan and the state Development Guide Plan call foe an

enlargement of the Village beyond ita historic

existing high-density patterns?

&* $hey ©how areas* both show areas outside of

the Village that are developed in their entirety with

the exception o£# in the ease of the State

Development Guide Plan, a portion of one property*

Q* Are there any other documents* regional

planning documents, which you say support your

position in this regard?

A, Those are the only three regional documents X

would refer to, and o£ those three X would refer

specifically to two, the County and the State

Development Guide Plan.

Q« He'll go on to another subject* X am

sure you will be happy about that*

During the course of your direct testimony,

you talked about the Impact of one hundred and

twenty-five (125) dwelling units, or thereabouts, on

the P.O. and how this would adversely affect the

character of the Village, and X want to ask you a few

questions about that*

One is a troublesome one to me, and that is,
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you said that the increase in the housing on the

Ochs-naueis property would cause an increase in the
't'. ' ,

cost of housing within the Village,

X always thought when you Increase yout

supply, that you tend to bring the price down as an

economic axiom* Do you agree with that axiom?

A* $o# not always• It would depend, in part, of

course, on the demand* Perhaps, more importantly,

this case would he the introduction*

Q* Why would increased housing availability

in and adjacent to the Village increase the price of

existing housing in the Village?

A* St would make the lower, presumably lower

priced housing in the Village, more attractive

vie-a-vi© adjacent higher priced housing and thereby

drive up the cost of the existing housing*

This 1® a common situation in urban areas

where gentrification occurs*

0* And if twenty percent of the housing

built on the P*Q* is lower cost housing under the

definitions of riount Laurel II, what would that do to

the price of housing within the Village?

A* X would suspect it would have greater impact

on the marketability of the property in question than

it would have on the price of housing in the Village*
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§« Would it have the effect, do you really

believe it would have the effect that you testified

to the Court, that let that the development on this

property, with twenty percent Mount Laurel housing,

would have the affect o£ driving the cost upf whether

rental, or purchase of housing in th© Village?

&• X think development of this property at higher

densities, with a majority of the units, presumably

selling for costs greater than in the Village proper,

will tend to drive up the cost of housing in the

Q« You talked about the availability of

housing in the Village at a certain price now*

Save you made any studies of the availability

of housing, and let1© take rental units first. Bav®

you saade any studies of rental unit® in the Far Bills

Village?

A* In the Borough of Far Bills, generally, but

not specifically in the Village, although 2 do have

some information relating to the Village itself*

Q« The vacancy factor within the Village,

the numbers of units that are vacant and available

for rental?

JU Well, for the Borough of Far Hills, most of

the rentals in the Borough are located in th©
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*OTo

Village.

Q. And what*& your information on that?

A* z would have to go into - - - ,-.-

Q* Are there ©any units that are available?

la there a high percentage of vacancies in the Far

Bills Village?

A* If I may just double-check my figures*

THE COURT* Suppose wo pick these

up tomorrow morning?

IffU HASTROt Sure*

THE COURTi X am sure you have

more than just this area*

niu VOGELt Yeo, X do, Your Honor*

THE COURTI All right*

HE* VOGEL* X*m not optimistic that

X will finish by eleven* ttaybe X will*

TBE COURTt nell# let's hope

your optimism is matched by your

performance*

MR. VOGELt X will try, I

certainly will try*

THE COURTi He will start at nine*

HE* VOGEH

THE COURTt And let's hope we can

get finished so that fir. Ginman - - -
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Hit* VOGELi or maybe we can

break and put Hr. Gimaan on*

THE CdORTi That might

inconvenience Mr, Dresdner* We will try

not to# if we can avoid it* See you

tomorrow morning*
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